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Preface

This book provides relevant theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical 
research findings in the Internet of Things (IoT). It is written for professionals 
who want to improve their understanding of the strategic role of the IoT at the 
global economy level, at networks and organizations, in teams and work groups, 
in information systems, and at the level of individuals as players in networked 
environments.

The IoT is a closed-loop system in which a set of sensors is connected to servers via 
a network. The data from sensors are stored in a database and then analysed by IoT 
analytics. The results are usually employed by either humans, machines, or software 
to make decisions to the operation of the system. The system is a general one that 
uses different types of sensors that monitor things such as weather conditions, 
images, velocity, and more.

New data science techniques have appeared in the last few years to solve the complex 
and robust problems generated in the IoT. The volume, variety, velocity, complexity, 
and so on of the data obtained by the IoT require new approaches to solve problems 
in which quality and computational cost are the main variables. Some problems to 
be addressed by the IoT are maintenance, management, optimization, planning, 
decision-making, operations management/research, safety, and security in fields 
such as transportation, energy, banking/finance, social science, media, and marketing. 
IoT is related to the concept of “smart” technology, such as smart cars, smart homes, 
smart cities, smart manufacturing, smart banking, and more.

Simulation methods are employed to determine the design of a future IoT system, 
therefore, an anticipated load generated by its sensors. The results can be compared 
with real ones, leading to conclusions.

Statistics and machine learning are methods applied to IoT analytics. These include 
multivariable linear regression, time series forecasting, dimensionality reduction, 
clustering, classification, artificial neural networks, support vector machines, and 
hidden Markov models. These types of methods can be used individually or in 
combination.

Performance evaluation and modeling are operations research techniques. They 
are employed mainly to study the computing facilities used in fog computing 
and high-layer server(s). They are also applied to the supporting IP network that 
provides connectivity between sensors, actuators, fog computing devices, and 
higher-layer servers. These techniques can also be utilized in sensors and actuators 
to set the capacity of any IoT system or any of its layers. Performance evaluation is 
also considered for the computational time employed for the IoT, mainly due to the 
end-to-end response time. It is applied to working IoT, but it cannot be employed 
to design IoT because of many unknown parameters. In this case, it is employed as a 
prototype or a model, the former being the most expensive and the latter being the 
the most utilised.
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The IoT system should be defined by a model based on interconnected layers. 
Each layer is given by a functionality. Some examples of layers are networking, IoT 
controllers and devices, data storage, fog computing, and data abstraction. The 
model is called a reference model.

Advances in all the layers are happening rapidly and thus there is a need to 
develop laws and standards to guarantee human rights and address ethical issues. 
In addition, the layers must have the required security (e.g., communication, 
protocols, authentication, networks).

Fausto Pedro García Márquez
University of Castile-La Mancha,

Spain
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Internet of 
Things
Fausto Pedro García Márquez

1. Overview of Internet of Things

Internet of Things (IoT) can be understood as a closed loop system, where a set 
of sensors are connected by a network to servers. The data from sensors are stored 
in a database. The data is then analyzed by IoT analytics, where the results are 
usually employed to make decisions to the operation of the system [1]. The system 
must be seen as a general one that monitors by using any type of sensor, e.g., 
weather conditions, images, velocity, etc. [2]. The decision making can be done by 
human, but also by a machine, software, etc.

New data science techniques are appearing in the last few years to solve the 
complex and robust problems generated in IoT [3]. The volume, variety, velocity, 
complexity, etc. of the data obtained by IoT require of new approaches to solve the 
problems for decision making [4], where quality and computational cost are the 
main variables to evaluate them. Some examples to be addressed by IoT are mainte-
nance management, optimization, planning, decision making, operations manage-
ment/research, safety, security, etc., in fields as transport, energy, bank/finance, 
social science, media, marketing, etc., and, nowadays, the called Smart XX and 
e-XX, where XX can be any term, e.g., car, home, cities, industry, manufacturing, 
bank, agriculture, farm, environment, water, metering, health, etc.

Simulation methods are employed to determine the design of a future IoT 
system, therefore, an anticipated load generated by its sensors [2]. The results can 
be compared with the real ones, leading to get conclusions.

Statistics and Machine Learning are also extended methods applied to IoT 
analytics, e.g., multivariable linear regression, time series forecasting, dimensional-
ity reduction, clustering, classification, artificial neural networks, support vector 
machines, and hidden Markov models [5]. These types of methods are being of 
great interest for the researchers, where they are working developing new ones, or 
hybrid based on the use of two or more different methods [6].

Performance evaluation and modeling can be considered as an operations 
research technique. They are employed mainly to study the computing facilities 
used in fog computing and high-layer server(s). On the other side, they are applied 
to the supporting IP network that provides connectivity between sensors, actua-
tors, fog computing devices, and higher-layer servers. Finally, it can be utilized in 
sensors and actuators. The performance is usually employed to set the capacity of 
any IoT system, or in any of the layers. The performance is also considered for the 
computational time employed for the IoT, mainly jitter of the end-to-end response 
time and end-to-end response time. The performance is applied to working IoT, but 
it cannot be employed to design of IoT because of many parameters are unknown 
yet. In this case, it is employed a prototype or a model, being the first one the most 
expensive and the last one the most utilized.

XIV
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The IoT system should be defined by a model, which is based on interconnected 
layers. Each layer is given by a functionality. Some examples of layers are: network-
ing, IoT controllers and devices, data storage, fog computing, data abstraction, etc. 
The model is named reference model.

The advances are going very fast in all the layers, and now the governments and 
main responsibilities are working to develop laws and standards to guarantee the 
main rights for human, and also for the ethical issues. On the other side, the layers 
must have the required security from different point of views, e.g., communication, 
protocol, authentication, network, etc.

The reduction of power together to the transmission distance between the 
inter-devices are issued to cover and research in IoT. In this sense, ZIGBEE (has a 
defined rate of 250 kbit/s, best suited for intermittent data transmissions from a 
sensor or input device), Bluetooth (short-range wireless technology standard used 
for exchanging data between fixed and mobile devices over short distances using 
ultra high frequency radio waves in the industrial, scientific and medical (bands 
2.402–2.48 GHz, and building personal area networks), Wireless Sensor Network 
(WSN), Radio Frequency Identification (RFID, reader and transmits digital data 
that contain identification and other information required), Wi-Fi (wireless net-
work protocols, based on the IEEE 802.11 family of standards), Cellular networks, 
IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN), etc. are tech-
nologies that appear to solve it. On the other side, the demand of energy is rising. 
Efficient and low power consumption devices are being developed and employed, 
e.g., smart lighting systems are being utilized in cities to manage the public lighting, 
which is estimated to be about 10% of the overall energy consumed in a city, by 
using led, local control units that save the data in cloud and is then analyzed.

Other examples of IoT use are shown as follows: waste and garbage manage-
ment; Smart homes domain; agriculture domain (e.g., sampling and mapping of 
soil, irrigation, fertilizer, crop disease and pest management, crop monitoring, 
forecasting and harvesting); Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT); Energy conser-
vation (including smart grid, Energy Internet of Things (EIoT), Smart Metering 
(SM) and Advanced Metering Infrastructure); Healthcare (e.g., monitor patients 
distantly, Monitoring of Blood Glucose Level, Electrocardiogram Monitoring, Blood 
Pressure Monitoring, Body Temperature Monitoring, Monitoring of Blood Oxygen 
Saturation, Rehabilitation System, Wheelchair Management).

© 2021 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Chapter 2

The Internet of Things Space 
Infrastructure. Current State and 
Development Prospects
Mikhail Ilchenko, Teodor Narytnyk, Vladimir Prisyazhny, 
Segii Kapshtyk and Sergey Matvienko

Abstract

This chapter presents an overview of possibilities for existing Satellite 
Communication Systems utilization to provide Internet of Things Services. It is 
shown that existing Satellite Communication Systems provide traffic transmis-
sion for Internet of Things Systems with Cloud Architecture. The propositions on 
possibility of Fog and Edge computing implementation in Satellite Communication 
Systems are proposed. The ways for Low-Earth Orbit and Geostationary Orbit 
Satellite Communication Systems modernization for Fog and Edge computing 
implementation for the Internet of Things Systems are presented. To increase the 
efficiency of IoT data processing and the reliability of Internet of Things Data 
Storage, it is proposed to generate an Orbital Cloud Data Storage in Geostationary 
Orbit, which consists of several Geostationary Orbit Satellites - Cloud Computing 
Data Centers. Methods for access provision to the Orbital Cloud Data Storage using 
Geostationary Orbit High-Throughput Satellites and satellites from the structure 
of Low-Earth Orbit Satellite Communication Systems are proposed. The issues of 
interaction between Orbital Cloud Data Storage and ground-based Cloud Data 
Processing and Storage Infrastructure are briefly considered. The orbital slots in 
Geostationary Orbit are proposed for location of Geostationary Orbit Satellites - 
Cloud Computing Data Centers.

Keywords: IoT system, satellite communication system, geostationary orbit,  
low-earth orbit, satellite constellation, IoT smart things

1. Introduction

In the last decade, the Internet of Things has become an important component 
of modern info communications. According to Transforma Insights [1], the total 
number of active Internet of Things (IoT) devices in 2019 was 7.6 billion. The 
number of active IoT devices is expected to grow up to 24.1 billion by 2030, with a 
CAGR of 11%. For the forecasted period, the short-range technologies will remain 
the main type of IoT device connection: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Zigbee. The number of 
IoT device connections to cellular networks is predicted to increase from 1.2 billion 
in 2019 up to 4.7 billion in 2030. The need to provide a large number of connections 
and IoT device traffic transmission has become the main driver for the development 
and implementation of a new 5G mobile broadband standard [2].
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The development of the Internet of Things is constrained by the limited 
coverage of terrestrial mobile broadband networks, which ones for commercial 
reasons cover areas with relatively high population densities. It is possible to 
expand the area of   providing IoT services by using the satellite telecommunica-
tion systems resource, with specified and widespread application. The purpose 
of this article is to present the overview of the readiness of existing Satellite 
Communications Systems to provide IoT Services, and describe potential direc-
tions for the development of this communications sector in future.

2. The internet of things space infrastructure current state

Up to now, the Cloud Computing [3] technology has been the prevailing archi-
tecture for IoT systems. According to this architecture, IoT devices (hereinafter 
referred to as IoT Smart Things) transform monitored physical parameters into 
electronic signals and transmit relevant information to the Cloud Computing Data 
Centers for information processing in accordance with the IoT service purpose, 
information storage and archiving. If it is necessary to implement any actions, 
the Cloud Computing Data Center delivers control actions bursts to the IoT 
Smart Things.

Current satellite telecommunications systems are used to transmit IoT information 
Traffic for IoT systems based on the Cloud Computing Architecture. Figure 1 shows 
the model of the IoT System built on Cloud Computing Architecture and using a satel-
lite telecommunications system. The IoT Smart Things are located at the lowest level 

Figure 1. 
The IoT system model, built on the basis of the cloud computing architecture and using a satellite 
telecommunications system.
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of the hierarchical structure of the IoT System. This group of devices includes Sensors, 
i.e. devices that transform physical processes into electrical signals and form IoT 
Information Bursts based on these electrical signals, as well as devices that implement 
physical actions based on received commands - Actuators. The Cloud Computing Data 
Center is at the top of the hierarchical level of the system.

The Satellite Communication Segment provides with IoT Data Relay Channel 
from IoT Smart Thing Sensor, to a Cloud Computing Data Center and vice versa, to 
the IoT Smart Thing Actuator. The satellite communication channel is established 
with the following elements utilization:

• VSAT terminal, which is located in close proximity to IoT Smart Things, sen-
sors and actuators, and provides connection of these devices on short-range 
technology basis: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Zigbee. The VSAT interface to the local net-
work or to the terrestrial local communication network is the system boundary 
for a satellite telecommunications system;

• Communication Satellite, which provides retransmission of the IoT Smart 
Things information. For the hierarchical model of the Cloud IoT System 
Architecture mission, the type of satellite payload, or repeater of a telecom-
munications satellite is not essential: either it will be Transparent Transponder 
or Regenerative Transponder [4];

• The VSAT-Network HUB or Gate Way. Generally, this facility is connected 
to the Internet Backbone through which IoT data transmission to the Cloud 
Computing Data Center is provided.

Figure 2 shows examples of utilization of various types of Satellite Communication 
Systems to support the operation of the IoT Systems and to provide IoT Services. The 
Figure 2 shows Satellite Communication Systems using two orbits types: Low Earth 

Figure 2. 
Satellite communication systems utilization for providing operation of IoT systems.
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Orbit (LEO) and Geostationary Orbit (GEO). Considering the fact that Broadband 
Access Satellite Systems in LEO and in Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) do not have 
essential differences in their construction architecture, Figure 2 does not show MEO 
Satellite Communication Systems, like O3b System.

The first application option of LEO satellite communication systems is utili-
zation of the IoT narrow-band long range data transmission modified protocol 
LoRaWAN with exploitation of the CubeSat form factor spacecraft [5]. IoT Smart 
Things within the CubSat coverage zone, transmit IoT information bursts by 
LoRaWAN protocol. CubSat receives and retransmits the signals, which come at the 
LoRaWAN Gate Way. The LoRaWAN Gate Way is connected with the local commu-
nication system and provides IoT data transmission through the Internet network to 
the Cloud Computing Data Center. The IoT Service Control actions bursts are trans-
mitted in the opposite direction. In this architecture, the satellite segment is used as 
a radio extension link, i.e. as a tool providing the transmission range increase of the 
LoRaWAN protocol signals.

StarLink and OneWeb are the perspective broadband access satellite systems, 
which are currently at the different stages of the Satellite Constellation develop-
ment. These Systems are also capable to provide the IoT data transmission.

The architecture of the StarLink System has been changing several times during 
the system design and the spacecraft development. The StarLink Constellation 
with satellites located on LEO with 550 km high is currently in the stage of satellite 
launches realization and constellation development [6]. StarLink satellites form 
steerable beams that cover End User Terminals and Gate Ways Earth Station, and 
provide broadband access satellite service. The external interface of the StarLink 
end user terminal serves as the StarLink system interface for IoT systems. IoT 
Smart Things are being connected to a StarLink terminal via a short-range radio 
access network, for example WiFi or LAN. Then the IoT information packets are 
being transmitted in the information up-link flow to the StarLink satellite, where 
it is being routed towards the beam covering the gate way at a given time. It has 
been often mentioned in the press that StarLink satellites provide an Inter-Satellite 
Optical (laser) Link [7]. In this case, as shown in Figure 2, the IoT information 
packet can be transmitted over Inter-Satellite Optical Line from the satellite which 
covers the StarLink end user terminal with connected IoT Smart Things, to a satel-
lite which covers a Gate Way Earth Station. The StarLink Gate Way Earth Station 
interface is connected to the Internet Backbone and IoT Smart Things information 
packets come to the Cloud Computing Data Center through this connection.

The OneWeb System Architecture includes two groups of satellite beams: 
the User Beams providing connection with the User Terminal and the GateWay 
Beams providing connection with the GateWay Earth Station. The interface of the 
OneWeb User Terminal to the LAN or WiFi serves as the interface of the OneWeb 
system and therefore the borderline of the OneWeb system to the IoT Smart Things. 
The OneWeb User Terminal transmits IoT information bursts of the IoT Smart 
Things connected to it in the general flow through the Up-Link to the OneWeb 
satellite, which relays the received User Beams information flow to the Gate Way 
beam. The OneWeb Gate Way Earth Station is connected to the Internet Backbone. 
The Gate Way Earth Station receives information bursts of the IoT Smart Things  
in the general flow, extracts them and provides routing over the Internet Network to 
the Cloud Computing Data Center.

Currently, GEO communication Regular Satellites and High Throughput Satellites 
(HTS) are capable to provide the IoT information data transmission services. 
Both types of GEO satellites can be equipped with a payload with Transparent 
Transponders or Regenerative Transponders [4]. Figure 2 shows an example of 
IoT data transmission using the HTS. Allocation of the separate User Beams and 
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Gate Way Beams is the feature of the architecture of the HTS geostationary satellite 
communication systems [8]. The interface of the VSAT Terminal to the LAN or WiFi 
serves as an external interface of the geostationary satellite communication system 
to the IoT Smart Things. The VSAT Terminal multiplexes IoT information bursts into 
a common flow and transmits it over the Up-Link. The HTS satellite transfers the 
received flow from the VSAT User Terminal to the Gate Way Beam. The GateWay, or 
its analogue - the HUB of VSAT Network in case of geostationary Regular Satellites 
utilization, is connected to the Internet Backbone, through which the IoT information 
bursts get to the Cloud Computing Data Center. To improve the efficiency of cloud 
services provided with the use of satellite telecommunication systems, the Microsoft 
Company together with Azure Company started the project implementation on the 
Cloud Storage Data Centers location in close proximity with satellite teleports [9].

As can be seen from the above presented structure, Satellite Communication 
Systems take place of data transmission channels between IoT Smart Things and 
Cloud Computing Data Centers in IoT Systems. The Satellite Communication 
Systems have to provide two-way transmission of the entire IoT Data Traffic in the 
Cloud Architecture IoT System, that significantly increases the communication load 
for channels and systems.

3. Perspective development directions of the IoT space infrastructure

The high communication channels load with two-way traffic generated by the 
IoT system is not the only disadvantage of the conventional IoT cloud architecture, 
but it is also the delay caused by the IoT information bursts transmission over the 
data channel through routers and other network equipment. Besides, the propaga-
tion time of the radio signal in radio networks and of the light wave in fiber-optic 
communication systems are of a significant impact. Delay has a particular impact 
on the IoT Delay Sensitive Service [10].

The solution to the problem is utilization of Fog and Edge Computing [3] in 
the IoT System Architecture. In this case, some of computations related to the IoT 
information processing is performed at the intermediate layers of the IoT system 
hierarchical structure. For this, the corresponding computing capacity is located 
at intermediate layers. Computing capacity locates nearer to the IoT Smart Things: 
Sensors and Actuators. As a result, the IoT information processing time is reduced, 
the IoT system response time to external impact is reduced, and the communication 
channel load is reduced. Only the results of IoT data processing at the lower layers 
are being transferred to the higher layers of the hierarchical system, at the same 
time the value of the transmitted information increases.

3.1 Implementation of edge and fog computing in satellite systems

Satellite communication systems are flexible enough to be adapted for imple-
mentation of Fog and Edge Computing. Figure 3 shows the IoT Satellite System 
Model constructed with implementation of Fog and Edge Computing Architecture.

Edge Computing is a Distributed Computing Model when computation 
takes place near location where data is collected and analyzed, rather than on a 
Centralized Server or in the Cloud [11]. As shown earlier, in most cases, the User 
Terminal or VSAT Terminal Interface acts as the satellite communications system/
network boundary to the local area network or to the short-range radio network, 
for example, Wi-Fi, ZigBee. The User Terminal or VSAT Terminal is located in the 
immediate vicinity to the location of the IoT Smart Things - Sensors and Actuators. 
Implementation of Edge Computing in satellite telecommunication systems can 
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Implementation of Edge Computing in satellite telecommunication systems can 
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be ensured by supplementing of the User Terminal or VSAT Terminal Modem with 
an additional Computing Module or Single-Board Computer. Structurally, a User 
Terminal or VSAT Terminal is a board with modem chips installed on it. Through 
modernization, such a design can be supplemented with a Single-Board Computer, 
which will provide the implementation of Edge Computing. An alternative option 
is to connect a Single-Board Computer to an Ethernet-type Local Area Network 
with a Wi-Fi router being connected to it as well as other equipment of radio access 
technology for short-range IoT Smart Things. This added Computing Capacity will 
support the IoT Smart Things computing needs within the coverage of a short-range 
radio access network. In this case, only the results information about the IoT local 
information processing will be transmitted via a satellite communication channel.

Edge Computing is a Distributed Computing Model when computation 
takes place near location where data is collected and analyzed, rather than on a 
Centralized Server or in the Cloud [11]. As shown earlier, in most cases, the User 
Terminal or VSAT Terminal Interface acts as the satellite communications system/
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Terminal or VSAT Terminal is a board with modem chips installed on it. Through 
modernization, such a design can be supplemented with a Single-Board Computer, 
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is to connect a Single-Board Computer to an Ethernet-type Local Area Network 
with a Wi-Fi router being connected to it as well as other equipment of radio access 
technology for short-range IoT Smart Things. This added Computing Capacity will 

Figure 3. 
Hierarchical model of the internet of things satellite system architecture with implementation of fog and edge 
computing.
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support the IoT Smart Things computing needs within the coverage of a short-range 
radio access network. In this case, only the results information about the IoT local 
information processing will be transmitted via a satellite communication channel.

Fog Computing is implemented at intermediate layers of the IoT System 
Hierarchical Model [12]. A Communication Satellite or a Satellite Constellation 
is the intermediate layer of the Hierarchical Structure of the Internet of Things 
System with a Satellite Communications Segment. It includes both GEO Satellites 
and LEO or MEO Satellite Constellations. The implementation of Fog Computing 
in the satellite segment of IoT Systems is possible by supplementing the orbital seg-
ment with Computing Capacity for the Fog computing implementation. In [13], the 
Fog computing implementation method was proposed by supplementing Micro-
Constellations with separate Satellites-Computers. Considering the fact that the 
modernization of satellite-repeaters equipment is possible only at the stage of their 
manufacturing, the implementation of Fog computing in the orbital segment of the 
IoT Satellite Systems will take a longer period of time. This time period includes the 
project development of a modernized satellite, its ground tests, expectation time 
for an Orbital Life Time completion of the already launched satellites and a queuing 
time for new satellite launch.

Supplementing the Orbital Segment of Satellite Communications Systems with 
Computing Capacity will allow the implementation of Fog computing for process-
ing of the IoT Information accepted from IoT Smart Things located in the service 
area of the Satellite. As a result, the efficiency of information processing will 
increase, and the Delay Time will be reduced. The IoT Information Traffic will load 
only the section “User Terminal - Satellite Payload” of the Satellite Communication 
Channel. In the direction “Satellite Payload – Gate Way/VSAT-network HUB” the 
result of IoT Information processing and summarizing will be transmitted only, 
that will significantly reduce the amount of information transmitted and increase 
its value.

Modern Satellite Communications Technologies as well as design and production 
technologies of Spacecraft for various purposes significantly expand the capabilities 
of Satellite Communication Systems in terms of Cloud computing implementation, 
which are at the highest hierarchical layer of the IoT System Architecture. Along 
with the traditional solution of IoT Information Transfer support to the Cloud 
Computing Data Center, with utilization of the GateWays or VSAT-network HUB 
with the Internet backbone connection, an alternative solution is possible – the 
special Spacecraft-Satellite Cloud Data Centers development and launching them 
to GEO. Currently the Space Belt project is underway already [14]. However, this 
project implies the use of Satellites – Data Center (or Cloud Data Storage) located 
in LEO. Access to Satellites Data Centers implies to be carried out through a GEO 
Satellite-Repeater.

An alternative solution is the development and launch of GEO Satellite, with a 
Cloud Data Center Module as a Payload. These Satellites will be accessed via GEO 
Satellite-Repeaters according with Inter-Satellite Links. To increase data storage 
and computing operations liability, to increase cloud computing productivity, 
Satellite Cloud Computing Data Centers will be connected to ground-based Cloud 
Computing Data Centers provided with special high-speed secure radio links.

3.2 LEO system based on LoRaWAN protocol

A LEO Communication system built to ensure the IoT Data Transmission using a 
modified communication long-range LoRaWAN protocol can be adapted to imple-
ment Fog computing by upgrading the System Orbital Segment Architecture by 
LoRaWAN GateWay equipment and Computing Capacity (see Figure 4).
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with the traditional solution of IoT Information Transfer support to the Cloud 
Computing Data Center, with utilization of the GateWays or VSAT-network HUB 
with the Internet backbone connection, an alternative solution is possible – the 
special Spacecraft-Satellite Cloud Data Centers development and launching them 
to GEO. Currently the Space Belt project is underway already [14]. However, this 
project implies the use of Satellites – Data Center (or Cloud Data Storage) located 
in LEO. Access to Satellites Data Centers implies to be carried out through a GEO 
Satellite-Repeater.

An alternative solution is the development and launch of GEO Satellite, with a 
Cloud Data Center Module as a Payload. These Satellites will be accessed via GEO 
Satellite-Repeaters according with Inter-Satellite Links. To increase data storage 
and computing operations liability, to increase cloud computing productivity, 
Satellite Cloud Computing Data Centers will be connected to ground-based Cloud 
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modified communication long-range LoRaWAN protocol can be adapted to imple-
ment Fog computing by upgrading the System Orbital Segment Architecture by 
LoRaWAN GateWay equipment and Computing Capacity (see Figure 4).
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Considering the LoRaWAN Architecture, the CubeSat Payload can be  
supplemented with the following equipment:

• LoRaWAN Gateway, which provides data collection from Sensors – IoT Smart 
Things and relays the Sensor Data to the Central Server in the combined 
Multiplexed Stream;

• Computing Module (CPU), which will act as a LoRaWAN Server directly 
on-board CubeSat. The CPU installation as the part of Payload will allow 
the implementation of Fog computing in LEO Satellite System to provide 
processing of the IoT Smart Things Information Burst directly on the board of 
CubeSat. The CubeSat provides processing of IoT Smart Things Information 
located in the service area of the CubeSat.

The proposed changes could be implemented within several years. Since the 
CubeSats in-orbit life time is rather short and, as a rule, does not exceed 3–5 years, 
the proposed changes can be implemented via the launch of CubeSats next genera-
tion implying to maintain the operation of the orbital constellation of the system.

To ensure the interaction of the orbital and ground segments of the IoT LEO 
Communication System, constructed with utilization of the CubeSat type of space-
craft and providing IoT services based on the modified LoRaWAN algorithm, it is 
advisable that the System Orbital Segment/Satellite Constellation will be connected 
with the ground Internet network through GateWay Earth Station which should be 
added to the Ground Infrastructure of the IoT Satellite System. The main task of 
the Gate Way Earth Station is to receive the IoT data combined Multiplexed Stream, 
i.e. the information on the results from processing of the IoT Sensor information 
bursts in the Fog computing layer of IoT System, and transferring the received 
data flow to the Cloud Computing Data Center. The Gate Way Earth Station in a 
LEO Communications Satellite System provides connection with several Satellites 
simultaneously. Therefore, it is advisable to add the equipment of the GateWay 
Earth Station with a computer, which will equip the Earth Station with Computing 
Capacity. The Computing Capacity implemented into the Earth Station will make 
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it possible to realize Fog computing for generalizing of the IoT information from 
several CubeSats situated in the GateWay Earth Station radio visibility zone. In the 
Hierarchical Architecture of the Internet of Things, such a processing of general-
ized information corresponds to the Fog computing layer.

To improve the efficiency of LEO Satellite Communication Systems developed 
with utilization of small- and ultra-small satellites, including CubeSats, the Inter-
Satellite Links (ISL) are included in the system architecture [15]. The ISL utilization 
between CubeSats in LEO Communication System allows transmitting the general-
ized IoT Data Flow to a neighboring CubeSat for its further relaying to the GateWay 
Earth Station and thus to expand the service area of the GateWay Earth Station and 
to reduce their number.

3.3 OneWeb LEO broadband access satellite system

The Transparent Payload utilization in satellites is a feature of the OneWeb LEO 
Broadband Access Satellite System Architecture. The OneWeb Satellite Payload pro-
vides transfer of the User Beam frequency band to the Gate Way Beam frequency 
band [16]. There is no information processing in the payload. The OneWeb System 
architecture does not imply Inter-Satellite Links between Satellites.

For adaptation of the OneWeb System to the peculiarities of the Internet of 
Things and implementation of Edge and Fog computing, the capabilities of User 
Terminals and Gateway can be used (see Figure 5). In the OneWeb System the 
network boundary from the End User side is the interface to the Ethernet LAN or 
to the Wi-Fi radio access network. The equipment of the User Terminal could be 
supplemented with a computing module in the form of a separate Processor Unit 
or a Single-Board Computer. An alternative option could be the connection of the 
Single-Board Computer to the Ethernet LAN. This Computing Capacity, located 
at the User Terminal layout in the immediate vicinity of the IoT Smart Things 
(Sensors and Actuators), is introduced into the System in order to implement 
Edge Computing. Supplementing the User Terminal with a computing facility will 
make possible primary processing of information packets from IoT Sensors and 
form control commands for Actuators at the User Terminal Layer. The Satellite 
Communication Channel will transmit generalized information formed on the 

Figure 5. 
Adaptation of the OneWeb satellite system for IoT systems.
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it possible to realize Fog computing for generalizing of the IoT information from 
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vides transfer of the User Beam frequency band to the Gate Way Beam frequency 
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architecture does not imply Inter-Satellite Links between Satellites.
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Terminals and Gateway can be used (see Figure 5). In the OneWeb System the 
network boundary from the End User side is the interface to the Ethernet LAN or 
to the Wi-Fi radio access network. The equipment of the User Terminal could be 
supplemented with a computing module in the form of a separate Processor Unit 
or a Single-Board Computer. An alternative option could be the connection of the 
Single-Board Computer to the Ethernet LAN. This Computing Capacity, located 
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Adaptation of the OneWeb satellite system for IoT systems.
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results of processing information from the local group of IoT Smart Things located 
in the coverage area of   the short-range radio access technology.

Fog computing can be implemented at the GateWay Layer. For this, the GateWay 
Earth Station Equipment have to be supplemented with a Computing Module - a 
Multiprocessor Computer Group installed in additional Rack (see Figure 5). This 
Computation equipment will provide the IoT Data processing received from the 
service area of the OneWeb Satellite, or from Satellites situated in the service area 
of the GateWay Earth Station. Control commands for special IoT Smart Things and 
groups of Smart Things – Actuators, will be transmitted from the GateWay Earth 
Station via Satellite to the User Terminal. Generalized information on the results of 
the IoT data processing and about the decisions and generated control commands 
will be transmitted via the Internet to the Cloud Computing Data Center, as to the 
highest Layer of the IoT System Hierarchical Architecture.

3.4 StarLink LEO broadband access satellite system

LEO Broadband Access Satellite System Starlink, like the OneWeb System, 
has a formed architecture focused on providing End Users with high-speed 
Internet Access Services. As it was above mentioned, the existing Starlink System 
Architecture allows only the IoT Services of a Cloud Architecture.

For adaptation of the StarLink System to the Internet of Things System pecu-
liarities and implementation of Edge and Fog computing, methods similar to those 
proposed for the OneWeb system can be used, namely (see Figure 6):

• supplementing User Terminals with Single-Board Computers or connecting 
a Single-Board Computer to the WiFi Radio Network for implementation of 
Edge computing for the data processing of the IoT Smart Things located inside 
a short-range radio access network;

• supplementing of the equipment of the GateWay Earth Station with a separate 
multiprocessor computer group/rack for implementation of Fog computing for 

Figure 6. 
Adaptation of StarLink system for edge and fog computing IoT services.
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the data processing for the IoT Smart Things located in the service area of all 
the StarLink satellites in the GateWay radio visibility zone.

At the same time, the Laser Inter-Satellite Links utilization in the StarLink 
System [7] makes it possible to consider the decision of supplementing the StarLink 
Constellation with Satellite-Computers (see Figure 6). Unlike StarLink Satellite-
Repeaters, the Payload of the Satellite-Computer is a Computing Module - a 
Processor Unit and a long-term Memory Module. Like Satellite-Repeaters, the 
Satellite-Computer Payload comprises the Router in it. To ensure links with other 
satellites, the Satellite-Computer is equipped with Optical Heads for the Laser Inter-
Satellite Links.

The purpose of the Satellite-Computer is to generate the Computational Capacity 
directly in LEO in the same Orbital Plane with the Satellite-Repeaters. In each Orbital 
Plane of the StarLink Constellation, several Satellite-Computers can be placed 
(see Figure 7). The IoT information will be transmitted from Satellite-Repeaters 
to a Satellite-Computer via Inter-Satellite Links for processing, actuator command 
generation and aggregation of generalized information. Placing Satellite-Computers 
in the Orbital Plane and retargeting optical transceivers/optical heads of Laser 
Inter-Satellite Links towards them will not destroy the integrity of the Orbital Plane 
Data Transmission Ring Network, as Satellite-Computer, like the Satellite-Receiver, is 
equipped with a Router that will distribute data streams assigned for further retrans-
mission via the Ring Network of the Orbital Plane and will extract information 
assigned for processing in the Computing Module of the Satellite-Computer.

Supplementing of the StarLink Constellation with Satellite-Computers will 
make it possible to create Computing capacity directly in the orbit for the Fog 
computing implementation for the IoT Systems.

Figure 7. 
Location of satellites-computers in one orbital plane of the StarLink constellation.
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the data processing for the IoT Smart Things located in the service area of all 
the StarLink satellites in the GateWay radio visibility zone.

At the same time, the Laser Inter-Satellite Links utilization in the StarLink 
System [7] makes it possible to consider the decision of supplementing the StarLink 
Constellation with Satellite-Computers (see Figure 6). Unlike StarLink Satellite-
Repeaters, the Payload of the Satellite-Computer is a Computing Module - a 
Processor Unit and a long-term Memory Module. Like Satellite-Repeaters, the 
Satellite-Computer Payload comprises the Router in it. To ensure links with other 
satellites, the Satellite-Computer is equipped with Optical Heads for the Laser Inter-
Satellite Links.

The purpose of the Satellite-Computer is to generate the Computational Capacity 
directly in LEO in the same Orbital Plane with the Satellite-Repeaters. In each Orbital 
Plane of the StarLink Constellation, several Satellite-Computers can be placed 
(see Figure 7). The IoT information will be transmitted from Satellite-Repeaters 
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Data Transmission Ring Network, as Satellite-Computer, like the Satellite-Receiver, is 
equipped with a Router that will distribute data streams assigned for further retrans-
mission via the Ring Network of the Orbital Plane and will extract information 
assigned for processing in the Computing Module of the Satellite-Computer.

Supplementing of the StarLink Constellation with Satellite-Computers will 
make it possible to create Computing capacity directly in the orbit for the Fog 
computing implementation for the IoT Systems.

Figure 7. 
Location of satellites-computers in one orbital plane of the StarLink constellation.
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3.5 GEO high throughput satellite system. Orbital cloud data center

Geostationary Satellite Communication Systems are an important component 
of modern Satellite Communication Infrastructure. The growing demand for data 
transmission bandwidth and for provision of information services, primarily for the 
Internet Access, has become a driver for the HTS, a new class of GEO Satellites, to 
enter the market. The main advantage of these satellites is the information trans-
mission low cost per one bit between two subscribers [8].

The architecture of GEO HTS Systems has its own characteristics, which were 
mentioned above. Another feature of HTS is the principle: one Transponder per one 
Spot Beam [17]. According to this principle, one Transponder provides amplification 
of signals via the entire frequency band, which can be 150 ÷ 250 MHz and more.

The architecture of GEO HTS Systems can be adapted to the peculiarities of 
the IoT Systems in several stages as follows (see Figure 8). At the first stage, it is 
possible to upgrade the system elements related to the Ground Communication 
Segment: User/VSAT Terminals and Gate Way Earth Stations (GateWay). Loading 
Computing Capacity on these elements will allow the implementation of Edge and 
Fog computing for the IoT Systems. Possible technical solutions for the Computing 
Capacity implementation on these elements are similar to the technical solutions 
discussed above for OneWeb and StarLink LEO Systems.

Currently available design and manufacture technologies for the GEO Satellites 
with a 15–20 years life time, and the experience accumulated in the construction and 
operation of Satellite Constellations, in-Orbit Satellites Interaction, makes it possible 
to consider the issue of creating perspective Orbital Cloud Data Storage, consisting of 
several Geostationary Satellites – GEO Satellite Cloud Data Centers (see Figure 8).

Orbital Cloud Data Storage cannot be considered the alternative to the Ground 
Cloud Data Processing and Storage Centers, since the Computing Capacity and 
Storage Capacity for Ground Cloud Data Centers are practically unlimited. Orbital 

Figure 8. 
Adaptation of the geostationary high-throughput systems to the IoT systems peculiarities and interaction with 
an orbital cloud computing data center.
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Cloud Data Storage is an augmentation to the Ground Cloud Infrastructure and 
is focused primarily on processing and storing data from IoT Satellite Systems. To 
improve the reliability of data storage and the Computing Capacity increase, if 
necessary, the Orbital Cloud Data Storage interacts with the Ground Cloud Centers 
infrastructure via RF data transmission channels specially dedicated.

GEO High-Throughput Satellites will provide access to GEO Satellites - Cloud 
Data Centers via Inter-Satellite Link, set up in the radio frequency or optical band. 
The possibility of the long-distance optical links utilization in space has been practi-
cally confirmed on the establishment of the Europe Data Relay System (EDRS), 
implemented by the European Space Agency order [18].

To route IoT Information to the Satellite - Cloud Data Center, the GEO HTS 
Satellite have to route IoT Traffic. Routing can be provided by the following method:

• with Regenerative Payload on board the Satellite through extracting IoT 
information from the Data Transport Stream transmitted by VSAT terminals 
and IoT Information routing towards GEO Satellite - Cloud Data Center. The 
Advanced Regenerative On-board Processing Satellite (AR-OBPS) technology 
can be used as a basic technology for this process [19];

• when separated frequency bands allocated for IoT information in the common 
frequency band of each user beam. The IoT Information frequency band will 
be switched in the Satellite Payload separately from the other frequency band 
and transmitted over the Inter-Satellite Link between satellites to GEO Satellite 
- Cloud Computing Data Center. The Intelsat EpicNG Platform Digital Payload 
Technology [20] can be used as a basic technology for this process.

Orbital Cloud Data Storage can provide the IoT Data Processing for LEO IoT 
Systems (see Figure 9). In this case, LEO System based on the LoRaWAN protocol 
provides the implementation of Fog computing, as shown above, and the Orbital 
Cloud Data Storage provides the Cloud computing Layer (see Figure 3).

Interaction between LEO CubeSats and GEO Satellites – Cloud Computing 
Data Centers, is provided via LEO-GEO Inter-Satellite Link. To set up GEO-LEO 
Inter-Satellite Link the CubeSats from the LEO System could be equipped with 
Deployable Parabolic Dish Antennas [21]. LEO CubeSats should be designed 
to point Deployable Parabolic Dish Antenna towards GEO Satellite – Cloud 
Computing Data Center or towards GEO HTS, which in this case will be used as an 
IoT Data Repeater and Router.

Figure 10 shows the architecture of the Constellation of the combined 
LEO-GEO IoT Satellite System. CubeSats are located in LEO and provide the 
IoT Information/IoT Information Burst reception using modified LoRaWAN 
protocol directly from IoT Smart Things – Sensors and transmitting control 
information to IoT Smart Things – Actuators within CubeSat coverage zone. To 
simplify, in Figure 10 only the Orbital Plane is shown. The LEO Component of 
the Constellation consists of several Orbital Planes, which number is determined 
according to the requirements for continuity of the Service, Power Capacity and the 
Life Time of IoT Devices - Sensors and Actuators, and other factors. CubeSats are 
equipped with Deployable Parabolic Dish Antennas of RF LEO-GEO Inter-Satellite 
link and provide parabolic antennas steering towards the GEO Satellite.

GEO Satellites - Cloud Computing Data Centers or GEO High-Throughput 
Satellites are located in the Geostationary Orbit and are equipped with GEO-GEO 
Inter-Satellite Link. GEO Satellite provides the reception of processed IoT Data 
from LEO CubeSats in the radio visibility zone. To provide a continuous radio 
interconnection with LEO CubeSats, three GEO Satellites - Cloud Computing Data 
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Cloud Data Storage is an augmentation to the Ground Cloud Infrastructure and 
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necessary, the Orbital Cloud Data Storage interacts with the Ground Cloud Centers 
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Systems (see Figure 9). In this case, LEO System based on the LoRaWAN protocol 
provides the implementation of Fog computing, as shown above, and the Orbital 
Cloud Data Storage provides the Cloud computing Layer (see Figure 3).
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Centers or High-Throughput Satellites is sufficient to be placed in GEO. The integ-
rity of the Orbital and Ground Cloud Data Infrastructure is supported by GEO-
GEO Inter-Satellite Links and GEO Satellite - Ground Cloud Computing GateWay 
Earth Station Links (see Figure 10).

Currently, Geostationary Orbit is uploaded enough with operating GEO 
Satellites of various missions and Satellites that have been taken out of service 
(inoperative). Figure 11 shows a chart of the Geostationary Orbit upload by satel-
lites under control [22].

Figure 9. 
Interaction between the orbital cloud data storage and the LEO IoT satellite system based on the modified 
LoRaWAN protocol.

Figure 10. 
The combined GEO-LEO IoT satellite system constellation architecture.
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As can be seen from Figure 11, the most free GEO sectors are the ones located 
over the Pacific and Atlantic oceans: sectors 144° W ÷ 164° W; 56° W ÷ 60° W; 20° W 
÷ 24° W. Considering the fact that GEO-GEO Inter-Satellite Link are used to provide 
access to GEO Satellite - Cloud Data Centers, the GEO Satellites from the Orbital 
Cloud Data Storage can be placed in these GEO sectors, which are not of interest for 
the satellite communication services provision to end users on the Earth surface.

4. Conclusions

1. Modern Satellite Communication Systems provide data transfer of IoT 
Systems, based mainly on Cloud Technology. The disadvantage of the IoT 
Systems Cloud Architecture is the necessity to transfer the entire amount of 
information from IoT Smart Things to Cloud Computing Data Centers and 
vice versa, that leads to Satellite Communication Systems inefficient load.

2. Satellite Communication Systems can be adapted to the peculiarities of Data 
Transport Streams in the IoT Systems, which use Fog and Edge computing 
Technologies to increase their efficiency. The Satellite Communication Systems 
adaptation to the peculiarities of IoT Fog and Edge computing is being carried 
out by placing computers of various capacities as the part of User/VSAT 
Terminals, Satellite Payloads and Gate Ways Earth Stations or VSAT networks 
HUB Stations. Such an arrangement of Computing Capacities and distribution 
of computations allows maintaining the strong IoT System Hierarchical 
Architecture, reducing the processing time and the transferred data volume, 
and increasing the value of information transmitted to the Cloud Computing 
Data Center.

3. The ways for the Satellite Communication Systems transition from the IoT 
Systems Cloud Architecture to the Multi-Layer Architecture with the Edge 
and Fog computing utilization are proposed. The implementation variants 
of Fog computing in LEO Systems are considered: Satellite Constellation of 
CubeSats with the modernized LoRaWAN protocol - the CubeSat Payload 
update and CubeSats replacement during the Satellite Constellation planned 

Figure 11. 
Geostationary orbit upload [22] and free orbital slots for operation of GEO satellite – Cloud data center
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GEO Inter-Satellite Links and GEO Satellite - Ground Cloud Computing GateWay 
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(inoperative). Figure 11 shows a chart of the Geostationary Orbit upload by satel-
lites under control [22].

Figure 9. 
Interaction between the orbital cloud data storage and the LEO IoT satellite system based on the modified 
LoRaWAN protocol.

Figure 10. 
The combined GEO-LEO IoT satellite system constellation architecture.
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update and CubeSats replacement during the Satellite Constellation planned 
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update; OneWeb system - the End-User Terminals and GateWay Earth Station 
equipment update; StarLink System – the User and Gate Way terminals update, 
the Constellation supplementation with Satellites - Computers.

4. In GEO High-Throughput Systems, the implementation of Edge and Fog 
computing is possible in two stages. At the first stage, the transition to Fog and 
Edge computing is possible by the User terminals and GateWay Earth Station 
modernization to supplement their structure with Computing Modules. At 
the second stage, during the planned replacement of a GEO High-Throughput 
Satellite, its Payload can be equipped with additional equipment for the IoT 
Systems Traffic allocation, traffic processing and carrying out the necessary 
calculations for the Fog computing system implementation in the Space 
Segment Structure.

5. To increase the efficiency of processing, storage and the IoT Systems access to 
Cloud Services, it is reasonable to create a Cloud Services Space Segment - an Or-
bital Cloud Data Storage, consisting of several GEO Satellites - Cloud Computing 
Data Centers which are connected via Inter-Satellite Links. The Orbital Cloud 
Data Storage can be accessed through upgraded GEO High-Throughput Satellites 
and through LEO CubeSats equipped with a LEO-GEO Inter-Satellite Link.
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Chapter 3

Internet of Things Security and 
Privacy
Ahmad J. Showail

Abstract

The Internet of Things is becoming more and more popular with time. The 
extremely low cost of sensors is putting the growth of the Internet of Things on 
steroids. Many industries such as healthcare, construction, agriculture, and trans-
portation are increasingly leveraging this technology. However, security and privacy 
are two big concerns when it comes to the future of the Internet of Things. Since 
most of these “things” that are connected to the Internet are simple devices with 
limited hardware capabilities, it is nearly impossible to harden them via traditional 
resource-heavy defenses. In this chapter, we discuss the importance of securing 
the Internet of Things networks, layout the challenges of the Internet of Things 
 security, and briefly discuss potential solutions in the literature.

Keywords: cyber security, Privacy, Internet of Things

1. Introduction

Since the invention of the first ever network in 1972, computers are being 
connected using various topologies. Ranging from the traditional pair of wires 
found in industrial plants that connect sensors and actuators to the process 
control system, to state-of-the-art IPv6-enabled wearable sensors for medical 
monitoring, the idea is the same. You have a bunch of sensors that should talk to 
each other securely, whether on the Ethernet, Bluetooth, Zigbee, or a basic 4–20 
milliamp electric circuit. We can safely say that IoT was born after the wedding of 
Information Technology (IT) and Operation Technology (OT). In fact, Fieldbus 
technology [1], which is one of the variants that is widely adopted in the industry, 
is a direct result of the advancements in OT that is trying to make the devices in the 
field ‘smarter’. However, the challenge is how to get these variants to talk to each 
other, which requires a common ground of communication, such as the Internet 
Protocol (IP).

We can think of two types of Internet of Things (IoT) implementation, namely 
greenfield and brownfield [2]. Almost all the implementations in the fields that 
have no legacy using networked systems, such as health, agriculture, and trans-
portation, are considered as greenfield IoT implementation. On the other hand, 
a brownfield implementation is the one trying to introduce internet devices in 
conjunction with traditional networked infrastructure, such as Fieldbus technol-
ogy in the process automation industry. In both cases, a defined framework for 
communication is urgently needed to enhance system security and minimize 
the risk.
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On the 21st of Oct 2016, a massive Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attack 
resulted in putting down the web services of famous companies such as Twitter, 
Amazon, Netflix, Airbnb, and GitHub, among others [3, 4]. The malware name was 
Mirai and it targets the DNS service provider called Dyn [5]. In the Japanese language, 
Mirai means ‘Future” [6]. In reality, what Mirai did was simply switching Linux-based 
devices into digital weapons by exploiting the vulnerabilities of IoT devices, like 
factory default settings. In this specific attack, IP cameras and Digital Video Recorders 
(DVRs) were used to launch the attack. What makes this possible is the fact that many 
manufacturers of IoT devices leave the passwords hardcoded in the firmware, allow-
ing hackers to easily connect to them using Telnet or Secure Shell (SSH).

In 2010, a specialized piece of code was developed to target nuclear plants. This 
malware was called “Stuxnet” [7]. Although the fact that most of the nuclear research 
centers employ the well-known air gap security mechanism, a poisoned Universal Serial 
Bus (USB) flash drive was used to infect the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) 
responsible for the uranium enrichment centrifuges. As a result, the centrifuges suffered 
from physical damage due to faster than usual spins for extended periods, and abnormal 
acceleration and deceleration rates. Iran was not the only country that was affected by 
the attack. Other countries, such as India and Indonesia, were affected as well.

2. Building blocks of IoT security

Most of the network protocols are designed without having security in mind. Hence, 
network security is often the aftermath. Also, the heterogeneity of network compo-
nents might be the gateway for predators to compromise the network. One way to solve 
this issue is to divide the devices in the network into two groups, trusted and untrusted 
devices. The former group is equipped with “root-of-trust” that could be as simple as 
an attestation key supplied by the manufacturer [8]. These trusted devices use secure 
communication mechanisms, namely secure key storage and cryptographic operations. 
Attestation protocols are used to assess whether untrusted devices are secure enough to 
join the trustworthiness group. The borderline between the trusted-devices group and 
the untrusted ones is usually invisible, as it is very difficult to classify these groups based 
on the type, manufacturer or even use. Moreover, the attestation process is usually 
dynamic and might change over time or in response to attacks on the network.

Root-of-trust is nothing but the set of trusted functionalities in the device that 
are assumed to be trustworthy and could never be compromised [9]. For example, 
the secure booting functionality of the device is a root-of-trust. Another example 
is the attestation functionality, which proves the validity of claims using crypto-
graphic mechanisms. In fact, an IoT device might have multiple roots-of trust.

The ecosystem to establish trustworthiness in any IoT framework is composed of 
several building blocks, as shown in Figure 1. The first and foremost is the Trusted 
Execution Environment (TEE), which is responsible for executing trusted applica-
tion codes and minimizing security risks. It is also responsible for isolating the 
process execution from other processes running on the same hardware. The second 
component is the secure communication channel, which is responsible for preserving 
the confidentiality and integrity of the data flowing between devices in the network 
using standard encryption mechanisms. The third component is the authentication 
process, including both the keys themselves, whether symmetric or asymmetric, and 
the actual key distribution and authentication protocol. The fourth component is the 
attestation process, involving the attestation key that is provided by the manufacturer, 
as well as the verification logic. After that, we must ensure that the devices are capable 
of securely storing all the keys and data gathered from the sensors. Finally, there is the 
ability to gather all relevant contextual information, such as location and time.
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3. IoT device lifecycle

When discussing IoT security, we need first to understand the various stages 
in which the IoT device is going into overtime. Figure 2 shows the typical lifecycle 
of an IoT device. It starts with the development of the software part of the IoT 
device using the Software Development Kit (SDK) or the Application Programming 
Interface (API) to hide the complexity. Then, tools are used for building the physi-
cal components of the device itself. We cannot stress enough the importance of the 
right configurations in the lifecycle of the IoT device. In this stage, various param-
eters are set in multiple components, such as the Central Processing Unit (CPU), 
the System on Chip (SoC), and the Operating System (OS). After that, it is the time 
for field deployment and making sure that the connection is established properly. 
Then, frequent updates are installed to protect the device. Finally, retirement is the 
reality that outdated devices must face.

4. End-to-end IoT security

The end-to-end concept is important when talking about the security of com-
munication networks. Figure 3 shows the main components involved in the end-to-
end security journey of IoT device communication. Typically, the IoT device will 
encrypt the data gathered from sensors and send it to the gateway. Sometimes, it 
might store this data locally after encrypting it. The gateway will decrypt the data 
and run some analytics, and then encrypt it again to share it with the cloud. The 
cloud instance will decrypt the data one more time once received and run some 
analytics before encrypting it again, so it can be stored in the Database (DB).

To increase the portability of nodes, IoT frameworks have been proposed. The 
IoT framework is a great way to hide the complexity of network topology and 
type. However, an IoT framework must be designed to support end-to-end secure 

Figure 1. 
Building blocks of IoT trustworthiness.
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3. IoT device lifecycle

When discussing IoT security, we need first to understand the various stages 
in which the IoT device is going into overtime. Figure 2 shows the typical lifecycle 
of an IoT device. It starts with the development of the software part of the IoT 
device using the Software Development Kit (SDK) or the Application Programming 
Interface (API) to hide the complexity. Then, tools are used for building the physi-
cal components of the device itself. We cannot stress enough the importance of the 
right configurations in the lifecycle of the IoT device. In this stage, various param-
eters are set in multiple components, such as the Central Processing Unit (CPU), 
the System on Chip (SoC), and the Operating System (OS). After that, it is the time 
for field deployment and making sure that the connection is established properly. 
Then, frequent updates are installed to protect the device. Finally, retirement is the 
reality that outdated devices must face.
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might store this data locally after encrypting it. The gateway will decrypt the data 
and run some analytics, and then encrypt it again to share it with the cloud. The 
cloud instance will decrypt the data one more time once received and run some 
analytics before encrypting it again, so it can be stored in the Database (DB).

To increase the portability of nodes, IoT frameworks have been proposed. The 
IoT framework is a great way to hide the complexity of network topology and 
type. However, an IoT framework must be designed to support end-to-end secure 

Figure 1. 
Building blocks of IoT trustworthiness.
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Figure 2. 
IoT device typical lifecycle.
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communication between nodes, whether from an authentication, privacy, or 
confidentiality point-of-view. In fact, frameworks vary significantly when it comes 
to the implementation of this notion of end-to-end security [10, 11]. Some of these 
discrepancies are highlighted in Table 1.

The IoT framework is composed of three different layers: the data object layer, the 
node interaction layer, and the platform abstraction layer, also known as the con-
nectivity and hardware abstraction layer. These three layers are shown in Figure 4. 
The data object layer is responsible for physical and logical node-to-device mapping. 
Also, it is the one responsible for managing the node Access Control List (ACL). The 
second layer is responsible for inter-node communication. The end-point security 
context must be achieved in this layer. Finally, the platform layer could be further 

Figure 3. 
Components of end-to-end security in IoT.

IoT framework Security approach

Open Connectivity 
Foundation (OCF)

Tackles the security using three strategies: 1. Access control 2. Message 
encryption. 3. Device lifecycle management. Issue: (no security 
interoperability with other frameworks such as AllJoyn or UPnP)

AllSeen Alliance/AllJoyn End-to-end security in the application layer using leaf nodes.

Universal Plug and Play 
(UPnP)

Security was not in the initial design and it was added later as an optional 
service through the IoT management and control architecture.

Lightweight Machine 2 
Machine (LWM2M)

It achieves security using a secure message exchange with the Datagram 
Transport Layer Security (DTLS) and an access control list using the 
bootstrap server.

One Machine to Machine 
(OneM2M)

By design, it has the capability of performing authorization, access control, 
data protection as well as privacy preservation.

Open Platform 
Communications-Unified 
Architecture (OPC-UA)

OPC-UA is designed with security in mind. Distribute security functions 
over two layers, namely: the session layer and the secure channel layer. 
The former is the one responsible for authentication and access control, 
whereas the latter is taking care of message encryption, using Transport 
Layer Security (TLS) and HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS).

Data Distribution Service 
(DDS)

Security is achieved through three techniques: 1. Message security 
enveloping 2. Security tokens 3. Security plugin modules to add on 
services, such as authentication, access control and encryption.

Table 1. 
Approaches of various IoT platforms.
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partitioned into three sub-layers, namely: network, sensor, and actuator, as well as 
security layer. Basically, an IoT network uses the same Internet layering model. This 
allows the IP to run on top of legacy industrial IoT protocols, like Fieldbus. The only 
difference is replacing the application layer with the IoT framework layer.

5. Securing IoT nodes

Nodes in any network must be able to do three basic tasks:

1. Neighborhood discovery

2. Authentication

3. Secure communication

To achieve IoT security effectively, we should focus on protecting the device, 
user identity, and data. We should manage the security at runtime as well. These 
points are illustrated in Figure 5.

The IoT Ecosystem is composed of the device, network, framework, and system 
management. By system management, we mean the procedure to maintain, replace 
and retire services. Also, it includes the procedures to update the firmware and 
apply security updates. In fact, requirements for system management vary a lot with 
different implementations. Obviously, brownfield and greenfield implementations 
have different system management requirements.

Let us talk about securing the IoT device itself. IoT devices are often resource 
constrained when it comes to memory space (storage), computation power, or even 
battery life. Therefore, the selection of which cryptographic algorithm to use is crucial. 
Although it is associated with high security impersonation risk, symmetric key cryp-
tography is considered the most suitable type for IoT use. This is because it requires a 
small memory size and literally no hardware acceleration. Moreover, it is considered 
post-quantum safe given that the key size is increased from 128 to 256 bits [12].

Figure 4. 
Layers of IoT framework.
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Device Identity Composition Engine (DICE) [13, 14] is a secure IoT initiative pro-
posed by Trusted Computing Group (TCG). It tackles the issues of secure booting 
and attestation without the need of a dedicated co-processor. DICE uses a hardware- 
based unique number generated among the device’s boot called Unique Device Secret 
(UDS). The device identifier is nothing but the result of hashing the UDS with the 
device firmware. Thus, any modification to the firmware will result in a different 
device identifier, which will mark the device as ‘untrusted’ in the network.

6. Hardware and firmware security in IoT

Figure 6 shows the number of hardware and firmware security vulnerabilities in 
the past 20 years [15]. It is very clear that the number is on the rise and it should get 
the community’s attention.

To achieve hardware-based security in IoT networks, we need to make sure that 
four aspects are taken care of, which are:

1. Device Identity

2. Boot Protection

3. Storage Protection

4. Runtime Protection

Intel has utilized available hardware-based technologies to achieve secure IoT 
networks, as illustrated in Figure 7. In the following paragraphs, we explain these 
technologies briefly:

6.1 Intel trusted execution technology (TXT)

TXT [16] is nothing but a set of hardware extensions to allow advanced security 
features, such as the measured launch environment and protected execution. TXT 
allows the user to run a specific program in an isolated space, protecting it from 

Figure 5. 
Technologies involved in securing IoT devices.
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other software in the system. For this reason, it improves the trust in the applica-
tion’s execution environment. As a result, important data can be protected from 
adversaries running malicious code on the same platform.

6.2 Intel QuickAssist technology (QAT)

This technology supports crypto-acceleration and compression-acceleration 
in the hardware level. By offloading the security-related computation to a special 
adapter, the system can utilize its CPU computation power in something else [17]. 
For example, wireless security and routing algorithms can surely benefit from this 
technology.

Figure 6. 
Statistics of hardware and firmware vulnerabilities for the past 20 years.

Figure 7. 
Intel approach to achieve IoT security.
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6.3 Intel platform trust technology (PTT)

This technology is very much related to an older technology called TPM (Trusted 
Platform Module). The main idea is to store keys in protected chips to authenticate 
hardware and software components. You can think of it as a digital fingerprint to the 
machine that is set by the manufacturer. PTT [18, 19] is implemented in the firmware 
to allow even low cost, low power devices like tablets to benefit from this technology.

6.4 Intel software guard extension (SGX)

Data can still be vulnerable while it is being stored or executed. SGX is a technol-
ogy that fosters the isolation of process execution and memory allocation [20]. It 
empowers user-level code to have its own regions in the memory, called enclaves. 
These enclaves do not grant access to other processes with higher privileges. SGX 
basically strengthens the defenses by reducing the system’s attack surface.

7. OS security in IoT

An operating system is considered the vehicle to control hardware through soft-
ware. It is the lowest level software in the system hierarchy. OS security takes care of 
several tasks, such as separate execution and memory allocation, secret storage, and 
avoidance of programming errors.

The selection of the best operating system to use in IoT environments depends 
on several factors, like the system type, computing power, and threat level. IoT 
devices usually have limited power and computation capabilities resulting in limited 
choices of CPUs. Hence, OS security will be working on a best effort approach. 
Zephyr OS [21] is an open-source real time operating system that is specifically 
designed for resource constrained systems. It is unique in a sense that it was 
designed with security in mind. Consequently, it supports separate thread execu-
tion as well as separate memory storage. Moreover, it defines two levels of authority, 
which are the user level and the supervisor level. However, it lacks a proper authori-
zation mechanism, which is a serious weakness [11].

As shown in Table 2, 80% of the top ten products with the highest number 
of distinct vulnerabilities reported in the past 20 years are found to be operating 

# Product name Vendor name Product type # of vulnerabilities

1 Debian Linux Debian OS 3067

2 Android Google OS 2563

3 Linux Kernel Linux OS 2357

4 Mac OS X Apple OS 2212

5 Ubuntu Linux Canonical OS 2007

6 Firefox Mozilla Application 1873

7 Chrome Google Application 1858

8 IOS Apple OS 1655

9 Windows Server 2008 Microsoft OS 1421

10 Windows 7 Microsoft OS 1283

Table 2. 
Top 10 products by total number of distinct vulnerabilities over 20 years [22].
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systems [22]. These statistics are not surprising because OS allows the attackers 
to access almost any part of the system with high privileges. Attackers use differ-
ent ways to compromise the operating system. Some of these methods are shown 
in Figure 8. A rootkit is a good example of malware that uses these techniques to 
penetrate the OS and take over some of its tasks.

8. IoT network security

Most of the things in IoT will be connected wirelessly. Actually, there are 
many technologies available nowadays for connecting devices wirelessly, some 
of them belongs to Personal Area Networks (PANs), and some to Wireless Local 
Area Networks (WLANs) and Wide Area Networks (WANs). When talking about 
security in wireless networks, there are two aspects that must be considered. First, it 
is important to secure the data in transit using encryption mechanisms. Otherwise, 
anyone will have access to the data since air is a shared medium. The second one is 
the security of the wireless devices themselves, such as routers and access points. 
Unauthorized access to these devices might allow the attackers to reconfigure the 
network or forward the traffic to unwanted destinations.

Ethernet Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) is state-of-the-art technology 
in industrial IoT that promises to bridge the gap between IT and OT [23]. Being 
vendor agnostic is a great feature of TSN and allows a large degree of interoperabil-
ity. Furthermore, building it on top of Ethernet allowed a seamless interaction with 
non-TSN network devices in a plug and play fashion. Moreover, critical and non-
critical traffic can co-exist with no worry about the potential increase in latency, 
thanks to the use of tight-time synchronization methods. Another important 
feature that allows the coexistence of the high and low priority traffic in the same 
network is Traffic Scheduling. In fact, TSN uses the notion of multiple queues to 
store packets with different priorities. TSN implements redundancy on the packet 
level by transmitting two duplicate packets through two different routes in the 
network. The one that arrives earlier will be processed whereas the other is simply 
discarded. This is a great way of assuring reliability in industrial-based networks. 
Finally, it is important to note that it is possible to use TCN as a link-layer protocol 
in any framework. OPC-UA is an example of such a case [24].

9. Conclusion

Security and privacy are important aspects of IoT networks. Given the wide-
spread use of IoT devices in many fields, keeping the network secure is becoming 
increasingly important. Similarly, preserving data integrity is essential, especially 

Figure 8. 
Mechanisms used to compromise operating systems of IoT devices.
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when IoT sensors are used in the medical field. In this chapter, we have encouraged 
and supported the need for IoT security and privacy by giving examples of past 
attacks on IoT networks. Then, we described in detail the building blocks of IoT 
trustworthiness to illustrate the challenges facing IoT system engineers. After that, 
we explained the typical lifecycle of an IoT device, starting from the development 
phase until the device is retired. Moreover, we introduced the concept of end-
to-end security in IoT networks. Also, we compared seven different approaches 
for securing IoT platforms and highlighted the strengths and weaknesses of each 
approach. Finally, we briefly presented challenges and potential solutions for secur-
ing IoT from the OS, hardware, network, and from a device point-of-view. The Intel 
approach to achieve IoT Security is presented as an example.

Nomenclature

Section 1
IT Information Technology
OT Operation Technology
IP Internet Protocol
IoT Internet of Things
DDOS  Distributed Denial of Service
DVR Digital Video Recorder
SSH Secure Shell
USB  Universal Serial Bus
PLC Programmable Logic Controller
Section 2
TEE Trusted Execution Environment
Section 3
SDK  Software Development Kit
API  Application Programming Interface
CPU  Central Processing Unit
SoC System on Chip
OS  Operating System
Section 4
DB Database
OCF  Open Connectivity Foundation
UPnP Universal Plug and Play
LWM2M  Lightweight Machine 2 Machine
DTLS Datagram Transport Layer Security
OneM2M  One Machine to Machine
OPC-UA  Open Platform Communications-Unified Architecture
TLS Transport Layer Security
HTTPS HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure
DDS  Data Distribution Service
ACL  Access Control List
Section 5
DICE  Device Identity Composition Engine
TCG Trusted Computing Group
UDS  Unique Device Secret
Section 6
TXT  Trusted Execution Technology
QAT  QuickAssist Technology
PTT  Platform Trust Technology
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Chapter 4

An IoT Based Cloud Deployment
Framework for Effective
Classification of Machine
Conditions
Ganga Dhandapani and V. Ramachandran

Abstract

Cloud services are proposed for real-time data acquisition, data classification,
data processing and decision making, which are highly interconnected services for
effective condition monitoring of electrical machines. The proposed Software as a
Service, Storage as a Service and Platform as a Service layers address the challenges
of data storage and scalability while making analysis on the cluster of machines in
an Industrial Environment. An experimental setup consisting of two DC motors
coupled to AC Generator operating at different locations is considered to evolve the
proposed model for effective integrated monitoring and decision making. This
cloud-based vibration monitoring model provides services for data acquisition from
the IoT devices mounted on the shafts of the DC motors, data storage to store the
enormous amount of acquired signal data from multiple sensors, data classification
of vibration signals for effective statistical analysis to estimate adaptive cluster of
thresholds and appropriate decision-making services on demand over the Internet
to utilize the reliable service of the machines in a persistent way. The computational
engine will do inherent statistical analysis of the vibration signals to estimate the
cluster of thresholds adaptive to various operating conditions. The services have
been deployed without any limitation in a cloud environment and the industrial
applications can share information using the deployed services from anywhere on
demand basis. The deployed cloud service for the enhanced statistical classification
algorithm eliminates the false identification of failures, which not only increase the
availability of machines for intended operations but also reduce the maintenance
cost. The resulting threshold values are compared with that of the vibration analysis
carried out on the machine beds locally using myRIO for data acquisition in
LabVIEW and the proposed model ensures the integrity in appropriate decision
making with assured scalability.

Keywords: condition monitoring, electrical machines, data acquisition,
classification, web services, Google Cloud, scalability
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significant for making the industrial processes more efficient with reduced down-
time. Condition monitoring is heading as a real-time task, which requires maximum
accuracy and embraces a gradual paradigm shift from legacy systems to modern
Internet of Things (IoT) enabled systems at every level namely data acquisition,
data processing, data integration and decision making. The uptime and efficiency of
the plant operations shall be maximized through proper condition monitoring diag-
nostics and as well as preventive or predictive maintenance. The current condition
monitoring systems make effective decisions using the knowledge repository,
which is populated using various algorithms by the way of observing and storing the
defective and unusual behaviour details of the machines. The major challenge faced
by many industries is not only inadequate storage space but also the scalability
when many machines inside the plant or operating at remote locations are to be
monitored online and enormous amount of data have to be acquired from the
machines for the interpretation of their behaviour at dynamic or abnormal
operating conditions.

In the late 90’s, very few online condition monitoring applications came into
existence with the primary motive to collect vibration signals from various
machines operating at different locations, but the analysis has been made consider-
ing each local operating environment to make effective decisions. This methodology
leads to better preventive maintenance, but predictive maintenance is still a chal-
lenge. During those initial stages of online condition monitoring, the accessibility of
such applications was through personal computers and laptops via World Wide
Web. The scalability is the major issue in the current on-line condition monitoring
applications. Over the period, due to the advancements in networking technologies,
higher data rates for communication have paved a path to expansion in the field of
cloud services. Especially, the industries which are facing the challenges such as
inadequate storage space for data and scalability, the cloud environment will pro-
vide appropriate solution to those issues.

The cloud based model must be designed to handle operations by various indus-
tries without any hurdle to exchange data due to heterogeneous nature. The cloud
environment provides inherent dynamic scalability for the operations of electrical
machines at different locations at different operating conditions. Cloud computing
does not require global standard architectures, and it does not necessarily need a
standard, open, general purpose protocol. Furthermore, cloud computing supports
interfaces that are syntactically simple, semantically restricted and of high-level.
The cloud environment provides an added value of being able to share and compare
the local machine condition data with other similar machines across the plant, or
with other machines at multiple plants wherever they are located.

The growth of data analysis methods such as statistical, signal processing and
machine learning techniques has moved condition monitoring of electrical
machines towards the regime of predictive maintenance with the application of
predictive analytics. Integrating the predictive maintenance techniques with the IoT
enabled technologies will enable the industries to avoid unnecessary equipment
replacement and improve process safety, availability and efficiency. Predictive
maintenance adopted in industries employs predictive analytics to detect the prob-
lems well ahead to the occurrence of failures using which the corrective measures
are planned. Prediction avoids unexpected process failures and prolongs the life of
the system. In condition monitoring, though threshold estimation has more signif-
icance, it has not yet been given due consideration and thousands of false alarms are
generated in dynamic operating conditions due to adoption of default threshold
levels. The precise and faster short-term forecasting of machine’s physical signals
predict the probability of failures and intensity of deterioration during abnormal
conditions and provide performance optimization under normal or dynamic
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operating conditions. Condition monitoring stands effective only when the process
of extracting information from the data becomes faster with more details. In this
chapter, a new scalable and reliable model has been investigated to perform online
condition monitoring of multiple machines in real-time industrial conditions and to
perform predictive maintenance to enhance the process coordination and fault
tolerance in industrial automation.

The statistical classification based vibration analysis algorithm has been devel-
oped as a Web service and deployed as a cloud service to demonstrate real-time
condition monitoring of electrical machines. The proposed cloud based condition
monitoring system collects the vibration data of machines from various locations
and processes the same in the cloud by comparing the data of one machine with the
data of other similar machines for reliable and effective decision making. These
features of interfaces are underlying factors for rapid adoption of cloud computing
services in the condition monitoring applications.

2. State of the art

More research works regarding condition monitoring and predictive analysis are
carried out for accurate assessment and prediction of machine conditions in real-
time. The prediction models designed for monitoring real-time operation of electri-
cal machines need to be robust and online in order to make accurate and faster data
prediction.

It is hard to fulfill the practical requirement of application specific scientific
approaches for the industries while performing real time data analysis and condi-
tion assessment towards preventive maintenance as the machines are operating at
different environmental conditions. Diego Galar et al. [1] have cited that single
valued thresholds provided by the manufactures are not suitable for fault identifi-
cation under non-stationary operations, environmental changes and aging. The
vibration severity characterized by ISO 10816 has been specified as a static thresh-
old suitable for new machines and said to provide incorrect reference for machines
in use. Instead, the authors provide dynamic thresholds adaptive to operational
conditions as a better solution for SMART maintenance.

Continuous monitoring and measuring of machine parameters such as vibration,
temperature, etc., with and without external disturbances will lead to make proper
decisions for effective maintenance and thereby prolong the useful life and reliable
operation of electrical machines. Recently, smart Internet of Things technologies
are evolving for effective condition monitoring of electrical machines. IoT enables
online monitoring of the machine as it runs and data have been acquired by an
embedded device or a gateway and transmitted to a server for analysis and mainte-
nance scheduling. The practical challenges faced by maintenance engineers are the
introduction of new technologies for the enhancement of plant productivity,
methods of data acquisition and analysis, inconsistent outcomes and shortage of
resources. R. Kirubashankar et al. [2] has explained about Internet based automa-
tion architecture for the control of the devices and equipments of process plants for
optimal control and reduced unplanned downtime. A Web based architecture has
been proposed for the control of devices remotely over Ethernet with Programma-
ble Logic Controller (PLC) and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
system networked in Virtual Private Network (VPN). Larry Combs [3] has stated
that the functionality and reliability of conventional SCADA gets enhanced if it is
hosted as Software as a Service in cloud platform. IoT enabled condition monitoring
will identify potential problems using sensors and able to take necessry preventive
measures before any issues occur and hence prevent damages and reduce
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maintenance costs. The changes in vibration, temperature etc., have been tracked
by sensors and any issues such as misalignment, imbalance etc., shall be detected
and accordingly service maintenance is schedueled automatically ahead of time to
prevent failures thus avoiding unplanned downtime.

Omid Givehchi et al. [4] had designed a general cloud based architectural model
that allows automation functions in industries to be offered as services from a
dynamic infrastructure. The authors have envisaged the importance of cloud solu-
tion for the control and field levels of automation. The physical devices at these
levels are integrated by encapsulating the services and functions inside the delivery
standards of cloud. Cloud computing is seen as solution to provide platform for
integration of growing information technologies such as Internet of Things, Service
Oriented Architectures and mobile computing. Omid Givehchi and Jasperneite [5]
have delivered the Virtual PLC as ‘Control as a Service’ through Microsoft Azure
cloud environment. Omid Givehchi et al. [6] have illustrated about the develop-
ment of Virtual PLCs on the Virtual Machines of the private cloud created using
VMware’s vCloud suite.

Cloud technology can be applied in two ways for automation of industrial pro-
cesses. They are collaborative application development and real time publishing of
data to the cloud server for remote monitoring and control. Though real time
publishing is adopted for remote monitoring, collaborative applications also has
equal significance. This is because of the option available to decide the factors of
design, customization, updates and changes in the system before deployment. Also
collaboration allows multiple consumers to monitor the process data simulta-
neously. This is highly required in places where the systems are inherently distrib-
uted such as irrigation systems, wind farms, cell towers, agriculture etc. The
SCADA system maintained as a central monitoring system in local network, when
taken to cloud server with collaborative software tools can aid in easy information
exchange at multiple locations. The real time publishing can be made so easy in
SCADA using SaaS (Software as a Service) in cloud. The software running the
application will be on cloud server enabling easy and secured data publishing and
data request. This also sends the data to multiple clients such as iPad, smart phones
or other networks. The SCADA built in cloud with software tools providing collab-
oration leads to the creation of new business model using direct and shared access of
multiple processes to a control expert. Further, on the data received from industrial
systems, analysis can be made in the server side and feedback can be provided [7].

In condition monitoring, the comparison of the data acquired with that of
baseline standards is a widely adopted strategy [8]. NI in its artefact of fleet wide
monitoring emphasizes the importance of continuous and automated data collec-
tion from industrial assets in order to realize meticulous comparative results so that
real-time maintenance decisions are improved significantly. Such kind of mainte-
nance strategy could successfully be achieved only with IoT based condition moni-
toring of industrial assets executed in cloud platform [9]. The cloud can be of
public, private or hybrid nature. Fran Dougherty, CTO of the Worldwide Incuba-
tion Enterprise and Partner Group of Microsoft had appreciated the use of private
and public clouds by industries for innovation, scalability and business growth in
the special report composed by Jim Montague [10]. However, hybrid cloud was
considered to be the best option by him, as industries can choose the type of analysis
dynamically as per the requirements. Advantech in its white paper [11] has
discussed on the importance of the implementation of cloud-based SCADA system
using Industrial IoT and points out that the adoption of cloud offers pervasive
analytics and decisions additionally irrespective of the hardware used and thus
making Industry 4.0 effective. Steve Lacey [12] while discussing the ground reali-
ties of condition monitoring in industries asserted the need for skilled technicians
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for predictive maintenance. The author perceived cloud based condition monitoring
to expand the monitoring horizons and assure direct connectivity with maintenance
specialists whose availability has always been a challenge and also hinted on the
execution of cloud based condition monitoring in Schaeffler due to various benefits.
New analysis techniques have been implemented when unknown signal patterns are
observed at the user end.

The plant-wide condition monitoring of rotating electrical machines have
extensively been discussed by Mallikarjun Kande et al. [13]. The existing machine
condition monitoring and industrial automation techniques have been reviewed and
the application of artificial intelligence for machinery diagnostics has been per-
ceived as the future scope. While discussing about on-equipment and on premise
integration methods, the need for on-cloud monitoring using IoT gateway has been
substantiated to meet the requirements of advanced diagnostics and data platforms
for enhanced computation. The condition monitoring system and Distributed Con-
trol System are integrated over the cloud for continuous monitoring of the equip-
ment with high update rates from the sensors and for effective diagnosis. The
efficient integration of various data acquisition and other devices in real time
demands lightweight and uniform communication standards.

A comprehensive investigation has been made [14] that shifts the focus from the
monitoring of specific machine components for fault prognosis to an approach
scanning the overall system execution in an integrated manner to deliver desired
performance for the application in an optimum manner. The authors address the
challenge in the determination of absolute vibration thresholds adaptive to the
machine operating conditions for reliable condition monitoring. A statistical classi-
fication based signal decomposition algorithm has been proposed for segmented
vibration signal analysis as a measure of improving the precision in condition
monitoring of electrical machines.

In this chapter, IoT based cloud services for real-time condition monitoring of
electrical machines are proposed. It is focused towards estimation of vibration
thresholds adaptive to the machine condition, which persuades to realization of
incipient and critical abnormal conditions fully. Considering the immense raise
towards the importance of predictive maintenance applications and connected IP
based data acquisition devices, a generalized cloud framework is proposed to pro-
vide services for effective condition monitoring diagnostics and to maintain a
knowledge repository for effective decision making with respect to maintenance
scheduling. The main objective of this chapter is to explore real-time implementa-
tion of IoT enabled cloud services to formulate pre-emptive, strategic and opera-
tional decisions. The proposed IoT based model for vibration analytics of electrical
machines addresses the challenges of data storage and scalability. A Web Applica-
tion Framework has been developed by introducing cloud services for real-time
data acquisition, data classification, data processing and decision making for effec-
tive condition monitoring.

The statistical classification based signal decomposition algorithm discussed in
[14, 15] identifies the denser vibrating levels of machine under dynamic operating
conditions and enumerates cluster of thresholds adaptive to the operating condi-
tions for quick and accurate prediction of abnormalities. This algorithm is inte-
grated with IoT based model through LabVIEW client application to enable real-
time condition monitoring of machines located anywhere whose data are acquired
by sensors and transmitted to cloud storage. The cloud services which have been
developed for data acquisition and processing are tested locally before deploying in
the Django Web Framework and implemented in Google Cloud Platform. The
results of the classification algorithm, i.e., the adaptive threshold class clusters
pertaining to each machine are used to create contextual vibration references for
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maintenance costs. The changes in vibration, temperature etc., have been tracked
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have delivered the Virtual PLC as ‘Control as a Service’ through Microsoft Azure
cloud environment. Omid Givehchi et al. [6] have illustrated about the develop-
ment of Virtual PLCs on the Virtual Machines of the private cloud created using
VMware’s vCloud suite.

Cloud technology can be applied in two ways for automation of industrial pro-
cesses. They are collaborative application development and real time publishing of
data to the cloud server for remote monitoring and control. Though real time
publishing is adopted for remote monitoring, collaborative applications also has
equal significance. This is because of the option available to decide the factors of
design, customization, updates and changes in the system before deployment. Also
collaboration allows multiple consumers to monitor the process data simulta-
neously. This is highly required in places where the systems are inherently distrib-
uted such as irrigation systems, wind farms, cell towers, agriculture etc. The
SCADA system maintained as a central monitoring system in local network, when
taken to cloud server with collaborative software tools can aid in easy information
exchange at multiple locations. The real time publishing can be made so easy in
SCADA using SaaS (Software as a Service) in cloud. The software running the
application will be on cloud server enabling easy and secured data publishing and
data request. This also sends the data to multiple clients such as iPad, smart phones
or other networks. The SCADA built in cloud with software tools providing collab-
oration leads to the creation of new business model using direct and shared access of
multiple processes to a control expert. Further, on the data received from industrial
systems, analysis can be made in the server side and feedback can be provided [7].

In condition monitoring, the comparison of the data acquired with that of
baseline standards is a widely adopted strategy [8]. NI in its artefact of fleet wide
monitoring emphasizes the importance of continuous and automated data collec-
tion from industrial assets in order to realize meticulous comparative results so that
real-time maintenance decisions are improved significantly. Such kind of mainte-
nance strategy could successfully be achieved only with IoT based condition moni-
toring of industrial assets executed in cloud platform [9]. The cloud can be of
public, private or hybrid nature. Fran Dougherty, CTO of the Worldwide Incuba-
tion Enterprise and Partner Group of Microsoft had appreciated the use of private
and public clouds by industries for innovation, scalability and business growth in
the special report composed by Jim Montague [10]. However, hybrid cloud was
considered to be the best option by him, as industries can choose the type of analysis
dynamically as per the requirements. Advantech in its white paper [11] has
discussed on the importance of the implementation of cloud-based SCADA system
using Industrial IoT and points out that the adoption of cloud offers pervasive
analytics and decisions additionally irrespective of the hardware used and thus
making Industry 4.0 effective. Steve Lacey [12] while discussing the ground reali-
ties of condition monitoring in industries asserted the need for skilled technicians
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for predictive maintenance. The author perceived cloud based condition monitoring
to expand the monitoring horizons and assure direct connectivity with maintenance
specialists whose availability has always been a challenge and also hinted on the
execution of cloud based condition monitoring in Schaeffler due to various benefits.
New analysis techniques have been implemented when unknown signal patterns are
observed at the user end.

The plant-wide condition monitoring of rotating electrical machines have
extensively been discussed by Mallikarjun Kande et al. [13]. The existing machine
condition monitoring and industrial automation techniques have been reviewed and
the application of artificial intelligence for machinery diagnostics has been per-
ceived as the future scope. While discussing about on-equipment and on premise
integration methods, the need for on-cloud monitoring using IoT gateway has been
substantiated to meet the requirements of advanced diagnostics and data platforms
for enhanced computation. The condition monitoring system and Distributed Con-
trol System are integrated over the cloud for continuous monitoring of the equip-
ment with high update rates from the sensors and for effective diagnosis. The
efficient integration of various data acquisition and other devices in real time
demands lightweight and uniform communication standards.

A comprehensive investigation has been made [14] that shifts the focus from the
monitoring of specific machine components for fault prognosis to an approach
scanning the overall system execution in an integrated manner to deliver desired
performance for the application in an optimum manner. The authors address the
challenge in the determination of absolute vibration thresholds adaptive to the
machine operating conditions for reliable condition monitoring. A statistical classi-
fication based signal decomposition algorithm has been proposed for segmented
vibration signal analysis as a measure of improving the precision in condition
monitoring of electrical machines.

In this chapter, IoT based cloud services for real-time condition monitoring of
electrical machines are proposed. It is focused towards estimation of vibration
thresholds adaptive to the machine condition, which persuades to realization of
incipient and critical abnormal conditions fully. Considering the immense raise
towards the importance of predictive maintenance applications and connected IP
based data acquisition devices, a generalized cloud framework is proposed to pro-
vide services for effective condition monitoring diagnostics and to maintain a
knowledge repository for effective decision making with respect to maintenance
scheduling. The main objective of this chapter is to explore real-time implementa-
tion of IoT enabled cloud services to formulate pre-emptive, strategic and opera-
tional decisions. The proposed IoT based model for vibration analytics of electrical
machines addresses the challenges of data storage and scalability. A Web Applica-
tion Framework has been developed by introducing cloud services for real-time
data acquisition, data classification, data processing and decision making for effec-
tive condition monitoring.

The statistical classification based signal decomposition algorithm discussed in
[14, 15] identifies the denser vibrating levels of machine under dynamic operating
conditions and enumerates cluster of thresholds adaptive to the operating condi-
tions for quick and accurate prediction of abnormalities. This algorithm is inte-
grated with IoT based model through LabVIEW client application to enable real-
time condition monitoring of machines located anywhere whose data are acquired
by sensors and transmitted to cloud storage. The cloud services which have been
developed for data acquisition and processing are tested locally before deploying in
the Django Web Framework and implemented in Google Cloud Platform. The
results of the classification algorithm, i.e., the adaptive threshold class clusters
pertaining to each machine are used to create contextual vibration references for
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making efficient and quick decisions in the condition assessment of machines of
same type exposed to similar operating conditions.

3. Cloud services for effective condition monitoring

An effective cloud-based model is proposed to estimate the cluster of thresholds
adaptive to various operating conditions of the electrical machines, to eliminate the
identification of false failures or alarms, and to make decisions for effective main-
tenance scheduling. To make its implementation more general and scalable for real-
time analysis, cloud services are introduced in different layers in accordance with
Model-View-Template (MVT) pattern of Django Web Framework (https://media.
readthedocs.org) and deployed in Google Cloud Platform. The “Models” represent
the structure and manipulation of data, “Views” encapsulate the processes both at
server and client ends and “Templates” present the rendered information to the end
user. The basic building blocks of the proposed cloud-based model are to analyse the
various dimensions and metrics such as, density of oscillations between classified
amplitude levels, maximum number of oscillations, oscillations with similar and
dissimilar amplitudes and the adaptive thresholds etc.

Cloud services are deployed for real-time data acquisition, data classification,
data processing and decision making, which are highly interconnected services for
effective condition monitoring of electrical machines. The proposed Software as a
Service, Storage as a Service and Platform as a Service layers address the challenges
of data storage and scalability while making analysis on the cluster of machines in
an Industrial Environment. An experimental setup consisting of two DC motors
each coupled to AC Generator operating at different locations is considered to
evolve the proposed model for effective integrated monitoring and decision mak-
ing. The threshold values estimated using cloud services are compared with that of
the vibration analysis carried out on the machine beds locally using myRIO for data
acquisition in LabVIEW ensures the integrity of the cloud-based model with
assured scalability. Though security and big data processing overheads are encoun-
tered in the connected enterprises, employing cloud computing has been widely
embraced by industries for its collaborative nature, optimized performance, better
diagnostics, higher productivity and sustainability. IoT and cloud-based processing
have been adopted for condition monitoring of multiple machines operating at
different locations as they evolve as a better choice due to the attributes of cloud
storage, flexible application development, data aggregation, scalability and platform
of multiple services. The deployed cloud services eliminate the false identification
of failures, which not only increase the availability of machines for intended oper-
ations but also reduce the maintenance cost.

3.1 Proposed Cloud-based condition monitoring model: a layered approach

The proposed cloud services for machine vibration monitoring using IoT based
framework have been modelled as a layered architecture as shown in Figure 1 and
implemented on the experimental set up as shown in Figure 2. The main layers [16]
of the proposed model are the Platform as a Service (PaaS) layer, which is Google
Cloud Platform, Software or Application as a Service (SaaS) layer where all the
proposed services are deployed and Storage as a Service layer where all the data
stores have been maintained. In online condition monitoring applications, the sen-
sors are used to acquire vibration signals and communicated to the cloud storage for
further processing. The proposed framework will enhance the machine condition
monitoring functionality with methodologies of scalable and platform independent
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data aggregation and collaborative analysis that the real-time industrial applications
demand extensively.

The cloud infrastructure provides the fundamental resources needed to share
upper level platforms and services. The “Storage as a Service” layer (Model per-
spective) and the physical resources needed for the “Computational Engine” and
for communication among services along with core services for condition monitor-
ing (View perspective) form the basis for delivering Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS). Google App Engine is used as Platform as a Service (PaaS) in the proposed
model that provides a conducive environment to implement the cloud services.
Google Cloud provides a set of APIs to aid the interaction between cloud compo-
nents and end user applications, to enhance scalability, and ease deployment and
management.

The Django Web Framework provides an environment to deploy the services
developed in accordance with Model-View-Template pattern and the “google-
cloud” API for Python provides interfaces for interacting with Google App Engine,
which is configured as Python based cloud runtime environment. Software as a
Service layer (SaaS) is for end users i.e., for the application developers. The services
in this layer are typically accessed through Web portals using Templates. The

Figure 1.
Cloud Services - Layered Architecture for Condition Monitoring Model.

Figure 2.
Experimental Setup.
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making efficient and quick decisions in the condition assessment of machines of
same type exposed to similar operating conditions.

3. Cloud services for effective condition monitoring

An effective cloud-based model is proposed to estimate the cluster of thresholds
adaptive to various operating conditions of the electrical machines, to eliminate the
identification of false failures or alarms, and to make decisions for effective main-
tenance scheduling. To make its implementation more general and scalable for real-
time analysis, cloud services are introduced in different layers in accordance with
Model-View-Template (MVT) pattern of Django Web Framework (https://media.
readthedocs.org) and deployed in Google Cloud Platform. The “Models” represent
the structure and manipulation of data, “Views” encapsulate the processes both at
server and client ends and “Templates” present the rendered information to the end
user. The basic building blocks of the proposed cloud-based model are to analyse the
various dimensions and metrics such as, density of oscillations between classified
amplitude levels, maximum number of oscillations, oscillations with similar and
dissimilar amplitudes and the adaptive thresholds etc.

Cloud services are deployed for real-time data acquisition, data classification,
data processing and decision making, which are highly interconnected services for
effective condition monitoring of electrical machines. The proposed Software as a
Service, Storage as a Service and Platform as a Service layers address the challenges
of data storage and scalability while making analysis on the cluster of machines in
an Industrial Environment. An experimental setup consisting of two DC motors
each coupled to AC Generator operating at different locations is considered to
evolve the proposed model for effective integrated monitoring and decision mak-
ing. The threshold values estimated using cloud services are compared with that of
the vibration analysis carried out on the machine beds locally using myRIO for data
acquisition in LabVIEW ensures the integrity of the cloud-based model with
assured scalability. Though security and big data processing overheads are encoun-
tered in the connected enterprises, employing cloud computing has been widely
embraced by industries for its collaborative nature, optimized performance, better
diagnostics, higher productivity and sustainability. IoT and cloud-based processing
have been adopted for condition monitoring of multiple machines operating at
different locations as they evolve as a better choice due to the attributes of cloud
storage, flexible application development, data aggregation, scalability and platform
of multiple services. The deployed cloud services eliminate the false identification
of failures, which not only increase the availability of machines for intended oper-
ations but also reduce the maintenance cost.

3.1 Proposed Cloud-based condition monitoring model: a layered approach

The proposed cloud services for machine vibration monitoring using IoT based
framework have been modelled as a layered architecture as shown in Figure 1 and
implemented on the experimental set up as shown in Figure 2. The main layers [16]
of the proposed model are the Platform as a Service (PaaS) layer, which is Google
Cloud Platform, Software or Application as a Service (SaaS) layer where all the
proposed services are deployed and Storage as a Service layer where all the data
stores have been maintained. In online condition monitoring applications, the sen-
sors are used to acquire vibration signals and communicated to the cloud storage for
further processing. The proposed framework will enhance the machine condition
monitoring functionality with methodologies of scalable and platform independent
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data aggregation and collaborative analysis that the real-time industrial applications
demand extensively.

The cloud infrastructure provides the fundamental resources needed to share
upper level platforms and services. The “Storage as a Service” layer (Model per-
spective) and the physical resources needed for the “Computational Engine” and
for communication among services along with core services for condition monitor-
ing (View perspective) form the basis for delivering Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS). Google App Engine is used as Platform as a Service (PaaS) in the proposed
model that provides a conducive environment to implement the cloud services.
Google Cloud provides a set of APIs to aid the interaction between cloud compo-
nents and end user applications, to enhance scalability, and ease deployment and
management.

The Django Web Framework provides an environment to deploy the services
developed in accordance with Model-View-Template pattern and the “google-
cloud” API for Python provides interfaces for interacting with Google App Engine,
which is configured as Python based cloud runtime environment. Software as a
Service layer (SaaS) is for end users i.e., for the application developers. The services
in this layer are typically accessed through Web portals using Templates. The
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Cloud Services - Layered Architecture for Condition Monitoring Model.
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Experimental Setup.
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condition monitoring services provided with this model are normally referred to as
SaaS and implemented in Views of Django Web Framework. The content providers
of various services using a separate thread of control for each service, which have
been developed by the registered end users, i.e., participating industries have stored
the data in different formats under heterogeneous environment. The server appli-
cation in the cloud environment has the control to manage the databases maintained
in the Storage as Service layer. With the App Engine, each participating industry
can write their application code, test it on their local machines and then deploy on
cloud environment.

3.2 Creating, uploading and registering Cloud services for condition
monitoring

Google App Engine is used for registering, uploading and accessing the condition
monitoring services in the proposed cloud-based model for estimation of adaptive
thresholds among various machines. The App Engine Software Development Kit
(SDK) for Python is used to create and to link the services to the cloud. The location
independent “google-cloud” client API as well as the shell SDK are providing the
Python based cloud interfaces which can be accessed by the Django Web Services
framework and Internet browser. The cloud applications need a configuration file
i.e., “app.yaml” to deploy and run the application. The condition monitoring and
decision making services configured using App Engine are easy to build, easy to
maintain, and easy to scale as traffic and data storage needs grow. The services have
been uploaded for ready to serve to any of number of machines located at distrib-
uted industrial environments.

3.3 Configuring condition monitoring services in Django Web framework

The Django “admin” is used to create a project named “ConditionMonitoring”
using the command “django-admin startproject” with an application registered as
“MonitoringApp”. The python script, “settings.py” defined within the project enu-
merates the default backend database and all the registered applications as detailed
below:

#settings.py
DATABASES = {'default': { 'ENGINE': 'django.db.backends.mysql',

'NAME': 'VIBRATION_DB', 'USER': 'username',
'PASSWORD': 'password', 'HOST': ‘192.168.1.112’, 'PORT':

'5000',}
INSTALLED_APPS = ['django.contrib.admin', … .., 'MonitoringApp', ]

The python script, “manage.py” defined within the project starts theWebserver,
migrates and synchronizes and flushes the databases if required. The script, “urls.
py” defines the URL patterns to link the Views. The Views render the request/
response to the Templates as XML for processing and HTML for presentation. The
application, “MonitoringApp” describes and defines the required services in the
Views. In the proposed cloud framework, the Model represents the Storage as a
Service layer (virtual storage), the View represents the Application as a Service
layer (SaaS) and the Template represents the presentation tier which includes
Computational Engine.
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3.3.1 Model

The logical schema for various database tables used in real-time condition mon-
itoring to store the machine data, repository for previous decisions, maintenance
schedules, data pertaining to historical conditions (i.e., decision support system) are
implemented as Model entities under Django Web Framework, where each Model
maps to a single database table dynamically. Model is the single definitive source of
information about the data and it is defined in the “models.py” script. The metadata
of the vibration signals acquired for condition monitoring of every machine, the
metadata for the specification of machines of all participating industries and the
metadata used for “Decision Support System” are described in the Model as follows:

Vibration Signals Metadata
[Component Name, Operating Condition, Disturbance Nature, Input Current,

Vibration, Samples]
Machines Metadata
[Machine_ID, Machine_Type, Rated Voltage, Rated Current, Rated Speed]
Decision Support System Database (Repository)
[Machine_ID, No. of Classes, Range of Classification, Class Width, Total Oscil-

lations, Upper Threshold Class Cluster, Lower Threshold Class Cluster, Excess
Positive Slopes, Excess Negative Slopes]

3.3.2 View

In general, the View retrieves data according to the path parameters defined in
the “URL patterns” list, loads a template, renders the template with the retrieved
data and returns the HTTP Response instance as output. Each View is a python
service and an appropriate View is chosen by examining the URL that is requested
as per the configurations made in the URL patterns. The codes pertaining to acqui-
sition of vibration data, statistical classification algorithm, threshold estimation etc.,
are defined as python functions in the View’s sub-directory of the application.

The vibration data of the DC motor in the specially created experimental setup
have been acquired when started at no load condition as well as loaded by AC
Generator at fixed load changes. It is well known that the factory floor generally has
lot of machines running together. Thus to create a similar field condition of the
factory floor, an additional motor was installed nearer to the DC motor in the exper-
imental setup and the shaft vibration data are again acquired for the stated conditions.
The acquired vibration data under the operating conditions of starting to no load
speed with and without external disturbance and loading are streamed to cloud
through IoT2040 gateway. The LabVIEW client application enables collaborated real-
time condition monitoring of any machine by integrating the non-stationary vibration
analysis algorithm with a cloud service. The analysis results updated to the decision-
making service lead to effective condition monitoring and make the maintenance of
other connected devices/machines automatic and perfect scheduling. The updated
results create contextual vibration references for assessing the condition of any other
machine of same type that has been exposed to similar operating conditions.

3.3.3 Templates

A project can be configured with one or several template engines (https://media.
readthedocs.org). Django defines a standard API for loading and rendering tem-
plates regardless of the backend. Loading consists of finding the template for a
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condition monitoring services provided with this model are normally referred to as
SaaS and implemented in Views of Django Web Framework. The content providers
of various services using a separate thread of control for each service, which have
been developed by the registered end users, i.e., participating industries have stored
the data in different formats under heterogeneous environment. The server appli-
cation in the cloud environment has the control to manage the databases maintained
in the Storage as Service layer. With the App Engine, each participating industry
can write their application code, test it on their local machines and then deploy on
cloud environment.

3.2 Creating, uploading and registering Cloud services for condition
monitoring

Google App Engine is used for registering, uploading and accessing the condition
monitoring services in the proposed cloud-based model for estimation of adaptive
thresholds among various machines. The App Engine Software Development Kit
(SDK) for Python is used to create and to link the services to the cloud. The location
independent “google-cloud” client API as well as the shell SDK are providing the
Python based cloud interfaces which can be accessed by the Django Web Services
framework and Internet browser. The cloud applications need a configuration file
i.e., “app.yaml” to deploy and run the application. The condition monitoring and
decision making services configured using App Engine are easy to build, easy to
maintain, and easy to scale as traffic and data storage needs grow. The services have
been uploaded for ready to serve to any of number of machines located at distrib-
uted industrial environments.

3.3 Configuring condition monitoring services in Django Web framework

The Django “admin” is used to create a project named “ConditionMonitoring”
using the command “django-admin startproject” with an application registered as
“MonitoringApp”. The python script, “settings.py” defined within the project enu-
merates the default backend database and all the registered applications as detailed
below:

#settings.py
DATABASES = {'default': { 'ENGINE': 'django.db.backends.mysql',

'NAME': 'VIBRATION_DB', 'USER': 'username',
'PASSWORD': 'password', 'HOST': ‘192.168.1.112’, 'PORT':

'5000',}
INSTALLED_APPS = ['django.contrib.admin', … .., 'MonitoringApp', ]

The python script, “manage.py” defined within the project starts theWebserver,
migrates and synchronizes and flushes the databases if required. The script, “urls.
py” defines the URL patterns to link the Views. The Views render the request/
response to the Templates as XML for processing and HTML for presentation. The
application, “MonitoringApp” describes and defines the required services in the
Views. In the proposed cloud framework, the Model represents the Storage as a
Service layer (virtual storage), the View represents the Application as a Service
layer (SaaS) and the Template represents the presentation tier which includes
Computational Engine.
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3.3.1 Model

The logical schema for various database tables used in real-time condition mon-
itoring to store the machine data, repository for previous decisions, maintenance
schedules, data pertaining to historical conditions (i.e., decision support system) are
implemented as Model entities under Django Web Framework, where each Model
maps to a single database table dynamically. Model is the single definitive source of
information about the data and it is defined in the “models.py” script. The metadata
of the vibration signals acquired for condition monitoring of every machine, the
metadata for the specification of machines of all participating industries and the
metadata used for “Decision Support System” are described in the Model as follows:

Vibration Signals Metadata
[Component Name, Operating Condition, Disturbance Nature, Input Current,

Vibration, Samples]
Machines Metadata
[Machine_ID, Machine_Type, Rated Voltage, Rated Current, Rated Speed]
Decision Support System Database (Repository)
[Machine_ID, No. of Classes, Range of Classification, Class Width, Total Oscil-

lations, Upper Threshold Class Cluster, Lower Threshold Class Cluster, Excess
Positive Slopes, Excess Negative Slopes]

3.3.2 View

In general, the View retrieves data according to the path parameters defined in
the “URL patterns” list, loads a template, renders the template with the retrieved
data and returns the HTTP Response instance as output. Each View is a python
service and an appropriate View is chosen by examining the URL that is requested
as per the configurations made in the URL patterns. The codes pertaining to acqui-
sition of vibration data, statistical classification algorithm, threshold estimation etc.,
are defined as python functions in the View’s sub-directory of the application.

The vibration data of the DC motor in the specially created experimental setup
have been acquired when started at no load condition as well as loaded by AC
Generator at fixed load changes. It is well known that the factory floor generally has
lot of machines running together. Thus to create a similar field condition of the
factory floor, an additional motor was installed nearer to the DC motor in the exper-
imental setup and the shaft vibration data are again acquired for the stated conditions.
The acquired vibration data under the operating conditions of starting to no load
speed with and without external disturbance and loading are streamed to cloud
through IoT2040 gateway. The LabVIEW client application enables collaborated real-
time condition monitoring of any machine by integrating the non-stationary vibration
analysis algorithm with a cloud service. The analysis results updated to the decision-
making service lead to effective condition monitoring and make the maintenance of
other connected devices/machines automatic and perfect scheduling. The updated
results create contextual vibration references for assessing the condition of any other
machine of same type that has been exposed to similar operating conditions.

3.3.3 Templates

A project can be configured with one or several template engines (https://media.
readthedocs.org). Django defines a standard API for loading and rendering tem-
plates regardless of the backend. Loading consists of finding the template for a
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given identifier and pre-processing it, rendering means interpolating the template
with context data and returning the resulting string. The “templates” sub-directory
should be created within the application directory by the end user manually. The
template “dataframe1.html” to receive the response from the “ConditionMonitor-
ing_StandAlone” service is defined as follows:

<html>
<body bgcolor="#bg99FF">
<p>Type:{{Machine_Type}}</p>
<p>AcquisitionDevice:{{ SensorList }}</p>
<p>Machine_ID: {{Machine_ID}}</p>
<p>OperatingCondition:{{ Disturbance / Standalone / loading }}</p>
<p> DisturbanceNature: {{Constant Speed}}</p>
<p> Vibration: {{ samples .tdms }}</p>
<p>Speed:{{RatedSpeed}}>/p>
</body>
</html>

The corresponding URL patterns entry is mentioned in the “urls.py” as follows:

from django.contrib import admin
from django.urls import path
from import .views
urlpatterns = [

path('admin/', admin.site.urls),
path('dataAquisition/',views.acquireVibrationData),
path('dataframe1/',views.ConditionMonitoring_Standalone),
path(‘dataframe2/’,views.ConditionMonitoring_Disturbance),
patch(‘dataframe3/’,views.ConditionMonitoring_Loading),
path('analysis/',views.StatisticalAnalysis),
… ..]

To communicate between various services, the data acquisition as well as esti-
mated threshold values have been generated as XML for which the corresponding
schemas are defined in the View’s subdirectory. The XMLized representation of the
dataframe generated by the ConditionMonitoring_Standalone service is given
below:

< !–Dataframe representation–>
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<Dataframe>

<Machine_Type>DC Motor</Machine_Type>
<Machine_ID>EE-M5864</Machine_ID>
<OperatingCondition>Standalone – Starting to No load speed

</OperatingCondition>
<DisturbanceNature>NIL</DisturbanceNature>
<Vibration>snl.tdms</Vibration>
<Speed>1500</Speed>

</Dataframe>

In accordance with the response of the “ThresholdEstimation” service, the
“DecisionMaking” service generates appropriate maintenance schedules in the XML
form and helps in segregating false identification of failure status. If the attributes
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of any data store have been changed, the corresponding Model updates the entries
in the XML representation dynamically through its Views.

3.4 Deployment of vibration analysis based condition monitoring on Google
Cloud platform

Upon testing the Condition Monitoring Django Application in the local machine
with the local SQL server running in the backend, the application is deployed in the
Google App Engine Standard Environment (https://cloud.google.com) [17]. For
deploying the application in the Cloud, a Google Cloud Platform (GCP) project is
created in the GCP console. Further, the respective operating system’s compatible
Google Cloud SDK Shell is installed in addition to the Python Google-Cloud client
libraries in the local development environment. The APIs are enabled in the GCP
console and the Cloud SQL Proxy, which provides a secure access to the Cloud SQL
is also installed with respective to the operating environment. The deployment of
the application in Google Cloud is explained in the sequence of steps mentioned
below:

3.4.1 Creation and Initialization of Cloud SQL Instance

Google Cloud provides Cloud SQL as Storage as a Service (SaaS), which supports
all the database transactions with respect to the application to be deployed in the
Cloud, which have been controlled by user defined threads of control.

3.4.2 Configuring the application with the Google Cloud

The configurations for the Database dictionary in “settings.py” with MySQL are
set accordingly as per the Cloud SQL Instance connection name, database user,
password and port.

3.4.3 Execution of the application in the local development environment

Before deploying the application, verification of the same is carried out in the
local development environment by following the standard Web application execu-
tion procedure defined by Django Web Framework. The migrations are also carried
out to set up the Models.

3.4.4 Deploying the application on the Google App Engine Standard Environment

All the static files of the application are gathered into a single directory by
executing the command “python manage.py collectstatic”. These static files are
moved to the production site while deploying the application to the Google Cloud.
The “requirements.txt” file is created to mention the dependencies and “app.yaml”
which contains the environment, runtime and entry point is also created and
finally, the application can be deployed on to the Google Cloud by executing the
command “gcloud app deploy”. Threads of control are introduced to populate the
content provider by initiating the services in parallel mode to gather vibration data,
machine data, to analyse the vibration signal data and to store the historical infor-
mation in the “Decision Support System” data store for validation and further
processing.
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3.5 Statistical classification algorithm: computational engine

A new vibration analysis algorithm developed with statistical classification and
clustering extracts the detailed signal features and estimates adaptive thresholds
[14]. This signal decomposition algorithm, which forms the base for computational
engine of the proposed IoT based cloud services model tracks the vibration signal
transitions between the classes at multiple levels of amplitudes and computes the
number of oscillations between the levels. While classifying the signal, the ampli-
tude is segmented into a desired set of classes of equal and desired width. A
transition matrix with ‘n’ number of classes and signal transitions is formulated out
of the statistical classification of the data read from the cloud and streamed to
DIAdem [18] as “.tdms” file by client application developed in LabVIEW platform
for computation of the oscillation nature of the machine vibration.

In the proposed vibration analysis technique, the number of signal transitions
has been considered to calculate the oscillations between every class and other
classes to extract the threshold levels of vibration. The transition of the signal from
a lower class to higher class and vice-versa are accounted as positive and negative
slope respectively in the transition matrix. The analysis has been carried out by
considering the transition matrix and progressing through the upper diagonal
matrix row-wise and lower diagonal matrix column-wise elements or its vice-versa.
The ‘n’ column vectors of upper diagonal matrix give the signal transitions from a
class corresponding to the row to class of the diagonal element and ‘n’ row vectors
of the lower diagonal matrix represent the signal transitions from class of the
diagonal element to lower class corresponding to the column. The proposed algo-
rithm determines the oscillations in the real time non-stationary vibration signal at
multiple class levels using statistical classification of the signal amplitude as well as
the transition matrix and delivers the features as Oscillation Matrix. The dominant
classes of the Oscillation Matrix having higher count of oscillations with that of
lower classes have been clustered together and identified as upper and lower
threshold class clusters.

This algorithm is validated on the vibration signals acquired by IoT2040 gate-
way which is integrated with Google Cloud Platform and offered as cloud service in
real time while testing cloud based condition monitoring. The computational engine
has been integrated with the signal analysis to add more investigations towards the
changes happening in the vibration during different operating conditions and offer
adaptive thresholds for condition monitoring.

3.6 Integration and evaluation of the Cloud services based vibration analytics
algorithm

To realize the effectiveness of the vibration thresholds estimated from the IoT
based data analysis, a comparative analysis has been made with the results of
vibration data acquired through myRIO. The same experimentation has been car-
ried out for acquiring the shaft vibration data using myRIO1900 [19] as acquisition
device and tri-axial accelerometer (ADXL345) as vibration sensor. The data
acquired in both cases have been fed to the computational engine for carrying out
statistical classification analysis for fixing the clusters of vibration thresholds pre-
cisely at the following dynamic operating conditions:

• Starting to no load speed and load changes in standalone mode of operation

• Starting to no load speed with induced external disturbance
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In all test cases and operating conditions, the single valued vibration threshold is
replaced with a cluster of upper and lower thresholds for safe operation of a
machine. This has been implemented on 3,96,000 samples of vibration signal
acquired from the DC motor under the stated conditions. The acquired data are
logged in an excel file and imported to the computational engine in which the
statistical classification technique is implemented using NI DIAdem [18]. This
technique has been tested on the DC motor shaft vibration signals at the above
stated operating conditions using different classification criteria. In each case, the
same vibration signal is segmented to study about the oscillations pattern.

The shaft vibration signal of DC motor pertaining to the operating conditions of
starting to no load speed (standalone and disturbance conditions) and loading
(standalone condition) have been acquired by myRIO application developed using
LabVIEW FPGA and RT programming through the tri-axial accelerometer
ADXL345 having sensitivity of 256 LSB/g. The vibration data during the same
operating conditions are acquired by IoT2040 gateway [20] from a Piezo electric
sensor through serial interface under the measurement unit of ‘g’ and transferred
the scaled value in LSB to cloud simultaneously. The upper and lower threshold
class clusters are identified with the application of signal processing algorithm on
the vibration signal and the non-stationary vibration data corresponding to differ-
ent operating conditions are characterized using the transition matrix obtained
from the statistical classification.

3.6.1 From Starting to No Load Speed – Standalone Condition

The acquired data pertaining to this operating condition with respect to myRIO
and IoT Gateway (as shown in Figure 3) applications have been fed to the compu-
tational engine for statistical classification and analyzed with different classification
configurations. The observed signal peak values and the configuration settings
assumed for classification in each case are listed in Table 1.

The vibration analysis is carried out by the computational engine and the esti-
mated upper and lower threshold clusters are rendered to the “VibrationAnalysis”

Figure 3.
Shaft Acceleration Acquired by IoT Gateway – Standalone Condition.
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template, which can be accessed through the cloud environment by specifying the
URL: “https://conditionmonitoringapp-appspot.com/ConditionMonitoring_Standalone”
and the results are displayed in the form of HTML as shown in the Figure 4. Thus,
the occurrence of faults or any abnormality at this operating condition can be
diagnosed precisely with the shift in the oscillation percentages of the denser class
regions and threshold class clusters from the predetermined values.

3.6.2 From starting to no load speed with external disturbance

Similar to the standalone mode, the experiment has been carried out with an
external disturbance using IoT and myRIO based data acquisition systems and the

Observed Peak Values Classification Configuration

Maximum Amplitude Minimum Amplitude Range No. of Classes Class Width

myRIO

368 LSB -286 LSB 654 12 54.5

IoT Gateway

377 LSB -281 LSB 658 12 54.83

Table 1.
Measured Values and Classification Configuration - Standalone Starting to No Load Speed

Figure 4.
Adaptive Threshold Class Clusters – Standalone Condition

Observed Peak Values Classification Configuration

Maximum Amplitude Minimum Amplitude Difference No. of Classes Class Width

myRIO

453.6 LSB -296.3 LSB 749.90 14 54.01

IoT Gateway

460.19 LSB -296.08 LSB 756.27 14 54.01

Table 2.
Measured Values and Classification Configuration - Starting to No Load Speed under External Disturbance.
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shaft vibration pattern has been examined. While performing analysis on the vibra-
tion signals with mechanical disturbance, the observed peak values of the vibration
signal and the configuration settings made for analysis are listed in Table 2.

Using the resulted transition matrix, the oscillations existing between every class
and its lower classes are calculated and the dominant classes with more percentage
of oscillations measured during the presence of external disturbance have been
identified to form the upper threshold class cluster. To form the lower threshold
class cluster, every class of the upper threshold class cluster that has made 65
percent or more number of oscillations cumulatively with its lower classes are
considered and the results are rendered to the “Disturbance Condition” template,
which can be accessed through the cloud environment by specifying the URL: h
ttps://conditionmonitoringapp-appspot.com/ConditionMonitoring _Disturbance and
the results are displayed in the form of HTML as shown in Figure 5. There are
changes in the vibration pattern due to the external disturbance and it is observed
from the results shown, the fact of fixing adaptive threshold for a machine when
exposed to external disturbances at a particular operating condition. The severity of
the disturbance can be observed by measuring the range of shifts from the limits of
the upper and lower threshold class clusters estimated during standalone condition.

3.6.3 Load Changes at Standalone Condition

The shaft acceleration i.e., the vibration signals acquired by the myRIO and IoT
based cloud applications during the load changes made at standalone running con-
dition of the DC machine are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The observed characteris-
tics and analysis settings used in statistical classical algorithm for condition
monitoring analysis in both cases are presented in the following Table 3.

The results of upper and lower threshold class clusters obtained from the imple-
mentation of the signal decomposition algorithm are rendered to the
“LoadingCondition” template, which can be accessed through the cloud environ-
ment by specifying the URL: “https://conditionmonitoring-app.appspot.com/
ConditionMonitoring _Loading”and the results are displayed as shown in Figure 8.

The analysis carried out using the statistical classification based signal decom-
position technique for different machine operating conditions is based on the
machine vibrations occurring within the permissible limits. The consistency in the

Figure 5.
Adaptive Threshold Class Clusters – Disturbance Condition.
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Figure 6.
Shaft Acceleration acquired by myRIO during Loaded Condition.

Figure 7.
IoT based acquisition of Shaft Acceleration during Loaded Condition.

Observed Peak Values Classification Configuration

Maximum Amplitude Minimum Amplitude Difference No. of Classes Class Width

myRIO

389 LSB -292 LSB 681.00 13 52.3

IoT based Cloud Application

393.51 LSB -288.49 LSB 682.00 13 52.4

Table 3.
Measured Values and Classification Configuration – Load Changes.
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total number of oscillations and marginal deviations in the threshold class clusters
reveal the flexibility of choosing any of the desired classification criteria during real
time implementation. Contrary to the currently adhered thresholds, the adaptive
cluster based thresholds possess the significance of tracking the condition of the
machine without demarcating the naturally occurring vibration variations as cross-
ing limits during condition monitoring. Hence, this technique avoids false identifi-
cation of failures caused due to incorrect thresholds and also identifies the ignored
failures. This cloud based analysis of random vibration signal is a perception that
has been believed to offer better alternative for deriving decisions for efficient
condition monitoring when other analysis techniques find challenges in bringing
out precise and faster solutions for condition monitoring under dynamic conditions.

3.7 Results and discussion

The DC motor shaft vibration pattern has been examined by acquiring the
vibration signal through IoT2040 gateway using Python interface and myRIO using
LabVIEW interface considering the same machine operating conditions. The vibra-
tion signals acquired by various data acquisition devices have been analyzed by the
statistical classification based signal decomposition algorithm considering three
different modes of application platform as given below:

i. An independent vibration analysis application in LabVIEW platform
(myRIO based analysis)

ii. LabVIEW application integrated with IoT service (IoT based analysis)

iii. LabVIEW application hosted as a cloud service in Google Cloud Platform
(Cloud based analysis)

The upper and lower threshold class clusters of DC motor’s shaft vibration
determined using the above applications are furnished in Table 4 which define the
scope of the amplitude levels between which majority of the shaft vibrations oscil-
late during the specified operating conditions. In either case of analysis, the pro-
posed algorithm has uniformly brought out the changes that had happened in the
vibration pattern and upholds the fact of fixing thresholds adaptive to the operating

Figure 8.
Adaptive Threshold Class Clusters – Loaded Condition.
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condition. The values of deviation between the deduced threshold levels consider-
ing the same and various operating conditions are enlisted in Tables 5 and 6. The
margin of deviations between the threshold class clusters specific to an operating
condition determined using IoT [14] and cloud based analysis methods with refer-
ence to the amplitude range of vibration signal measured using myRIO (Table 5)
are observed to be negligible as compared to the deviation between threshold class
clusters identified by any particular analysis method for different operating condi-
tions (Table 6). In each of the cases considered, the incipient faults or abnormali-
ties during any of the operating conditions can be diagnosed precisely by analysing
the margin of deviations in the threshold class clusters. The difference in the
deviation values observed from Tables 5 and 6 reveals that the threshold class
clusters obtained by the analysis of data acquired either from IoT device, cloud

Starting to No Load Speed
(Standalone Condition)

Starting to No Load Speed
(Disturbance Condition)

Loading
(Standalone Condition)

Cloud
Based
Analysis

IoT
Based

Analysis

myRIO
Based

Analysis

Cloud
Based

Analysis

IoT
Based

Analysis

myRIO
Based

Analysis

Cloud
Based

Analysis

IoT
Based

Analysis

myRIO
Based

Analysis

Upper Threshold Class Cluster

{
20.58
75.41
130.25
185.08
239.91
}

{
15.20
69.79
124.37
178.95
233.54

}

{
13.88
68.46
123.05
177.64
232.23

}

{
1.03
55.05
109.06
163.08
217.10

}

{
0.03
53.67
107.32
160.96
214.60

}

{
-1.68
51.88
105.46
159.03
212.61

}

{
0.08
52.54
105.01
157.48
209.94

}

{
-0.76
52

104.76
157.53
210.30

}

{
-3.79
48.67
101.13
153.60
206.07

}

Lower Threshold Class Cluster

{
-143.91
-89.08
-34.25
}

{
-148.54
-93.95
-39.37

}

{
-149.88
-95.29
-40.70

}

{
-161.03
-107.01
-52.99

}

{
-160.89
-107.25
-53.60

}

{
-162.41
-108.84
-55.26

}

{
-157.32
-104.86
-52.39

}

{
-159.07
-106.30
-53.53

}

{
-161.18
-108.72
-56.25

}

Table 4.
Adaptive Threshold Clusters Identified by Different Analysis Methods.
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(Disturbance Condition)
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Cloud Based
Analysis
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Cloud Based
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Cloud Based
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IoT Based
Analysis

D %
D

D %
D

D %
D

D %
D

D %
D

D %
D

6.7 1.0 1.32 0.2 2.71 0.4 1.71 0.2 3.87 3.03 0.6 0.4

7.0 1.1 1.33 0.2 3.17 0.4 1.79 0.2 3.87 3.33 0.6 0.5

7.2 1.1 1.32 0.2 3.6 0.5 1.86 0.2 3.88 3.63 0.6 0.5

7.4 1.1 1.31 0.2 4.05 0.5 1.93 0.3 3.88 3.93 0.6 0.6

7.7 1.2 1.31 0.2 4.49 0.6 1.99 0.3 3.87 4.23 0.6 0.6

Table 5.
Deviations of Adaptive Threshold Clusters of Same Operating Condition from myRIO Based Analysis.
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service or from myRIO device do not lead to incorrect decisions and tends to
recognize the change of operation conditions without ambiguity.

In spite of some minor deviations in the threshold values determined for every
operating condition during different methods of analysis, the substantial differ-
ences in the threshold class clusters identified due to the change of operating
conditions in all the analysis methods validate also the fact that the incipient faults
or abnormalities (during any of the operating condition or change in the operating
conditions) can be diagnosed without ambiguity using the proposed statistical clas-
sification algorithm integrated with the cloud environment.

In this work, the actual machine condition is monitored in online mode by
continuous acquisition of vibration signals and simultaneous estimation of the
threshold levels at different operating conditions using developed cloud services of
data acquisition and data processing. The machine’s vibration signature will not
change over a period of time until some disturbance or loading has occurred. During
abnormal conditions, the vibration amplitude may increase or decrease from the
normal value. Integrating the actual deviation from the mean values of the upper
and lower threshold clusters with historical data for the same or similar machine
under the same operating condition facilitates to evaluate the current condition of
the machine and hence to schedule suitable maintenance action.

It is observed from the analysis that the vibration threshold class clusters identi-
fied for any particular operating condition cannot be maintained as an alarm for
monitoring of machines at all conditions to decide appropriate maintenance sched-
ules. Further the analysis reveals the fact, a neighboring machine running at con-
stant speed of 1500 rpm creates a vibration effect equivalent to that of loading in
other machines which substantiates the fixation of the operational limits for
mechanical and electrical loading, speed and torque capacity etc., during machine
maintenance.

The consolidated results obtained from the implementation of the proposed
algorithm under unequal and equal classification criteria in local and cloud plat-
forms illustrate the reliability of the analysis technique in yielding consistent results.
As illustrated above, the characteristic of the technique to extract the signal features
in such a way that they identify the unremarkable disturbances in the operating
conditions, and effects of change of operating conditions enable fixation of cluster
based thresholds adaptive to machine operating conditions rather than fixed and
ambiguous threshold levels. Moreover, the consistency of the observed threshold
values under any of the classification parameters ensures the efficiency of the
technique. The technique employed on shaft vibration signal at different operating

Disturbance Condition
(Deviation D)

Loading at Standalone Condition
(Deviation D)

Cloud Based
Analysis

IoT Based
Analysis

myRIO Based
Analysis

Cloud Based
Analysis

IoT Based
Analysis

myRIO Based
Analysis

20 15 16 21 16 18

20 16 17 23 18 20

21 17 18 5 20 22

22 18 19 28 21 24

23 19 20 30 23 26

Table 6.
Deviations of Threshold Class Clusters Between Different Operating Conditions for specific method of analysis
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service or from myRIO device do not lead to incorrect decisions and tends to
recognize the change of operation conditions without ambiguity.

In spite of some minor deviations in the threshold values determined for every
operating condition during different methods of analysis, the substantial differ-
ences in the threshold class clusters identified due to the change of operating
conditions in all the analysis methods validate also the fact that the incipient faults
or abnormalities (during any of the operating condition or change in the operating
conditions) can be diagnosed without ambiguity using the proposed statistical clas-
sification algorithm integrated with the cloud environment.

In this work, the actual machine condition is monitored in online mode by
continuous acquisition of vibration signals and simultaneous estimation of the
threshold levels at different operating conditions using developed cloud services of
data acquisition and data processing. The machine’s vibration signature will not
change over a period of time until some disturbance or loading has occurred. During
abnormal conditions, the vibration amplitude may increase or decrease from the
normal value. Integrating the actual deviation from the mean values of the upper
and lower threshold clusters with historical data for the same or similar machine
under the same operating condition facilitates to evaluate the current condition of
the machine and hence to schedule suitable maintenance action.

It is observed from the analysis that the vibration threshold class clusters identi-
fied for any particular operating condition cannot be maintained as an alarm for
monitoring of machines at all conditions to decide appropriate maintenance sched-
ules. Further the analysis reveals the fact, a neighboring machine running at con-
stant speed of 1500 rpm creates a vibration effect equivalent to that of loading in
other machines which substantiates the fixation of the operational limits for
mechanical and electrical loading, speed and torque capacity etc., during machine
maintenance.

The consolidated results obtained from the implementation of the proposed
algorithm under unequal and equal classification criteria in local and cloud plat-
forms illustrate the reliability of the analysis technique in yielding consistent results.
As illustrated above, the characteristic of the technique to extract the signal features
in such a way that they identify the unremarkable disturbances in the operating
conditions, and effects of change of operating conditions enable fixation of cluster
based thresholds adaptive to machine operating conditions rather than fixed and
ambiguous threshold levels. Moreover, the consistency of the observed threshold
values under any of the classification parameters ensures the efficiency of the
technique. The technique employed on shaft vibration signal at different operating
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modes has identified ignored disturbances, intensity and characteristics of such
disturbances and incipient changes in the operational behavior both in the on
premise analysis and cloud based analysis. Thus the proposed IoT based cloud
deployment will help to prescribe the operational constraints for machines in real
time applications so that the machine can deliver improved performance and have
extended lifetime.

4. Conclusion

In either case of analysis based on myRIO, IoT device or Cloud based, the
investigation uniformly brings out the changes that had happened in the vibration
pattern and upholds the fact of fixing thresholds adaptive to the operating condi-
tion. The integration of vibration sensors and actuators through Python and
LabVIEW interfaces with cloud in real time ascertains generic, interoperable and
ubiquitous computational nature of the model for implementation of effective
condition monitoring. In this research, the convergence of cloud and IoT technolo-
gies for analysis of real-time systems has been brought into implementation for
condition monitoring of electrical machines to support scalable and interoperable
data exchange with features of flexible and collaborative analytics, fixation of
adaptive alarms with contextual thresholds and control of multiple machines in
real-time operating environment. The model gives collaborative access to machine
data from any geographical location for analysis and decision making.

In summary, the cloud-based vibration monitoring model implemented in
Google Cloud Platform offers services for

• Data acquisition from the sensors mounted on the shafts of the DC motors.

• Data storage to store the enormous amount of acquired signal data from
multiple sensors.

• Data classification of vibration signals for effective statistical analysis to
estimate adaptive cluster of thresholds and

• Decision making for condition assessment.

These services have been offered on demand over the Internet to utilize the
reliable service of the machines in a persistent way. The computational engine,
which is included in the model performs inherent statistical analysis of the vibration
signals to estimate the cluster of thresholds adaptive to various operating condi-
tions. The services have been deployed without any limitation in a cloud environ-
ment and the industrial applications can share information using the deployed
services from anywhere on demand basis. The threshold values estimated using
cloud services are compared with that of the vibration analysis carried out on the
machine beds locally using myRIO for data acquisition in LabVIEW ensures the
integrity of the cloud-based model with assured scalability.

List of nomenclature

IoT Internet of Things
RIO Reconfigurable Input Output
ISO International Organization for Standardization
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Chapter 5

Compound Cryptography for 
Internet of Things Based Industrial 
Automation
J.S. Prasath

Abstract

Internet of things based industrial automation systems are widely used for 
process monitoring, and control applications. The security threats increase due to 
the internet is an open environment. This proposed work is the implementation 
of secure monitoring of plant information through the Supervisory Control and 
Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. The modified asymmetric and hash algorithm 
is proposed which generates the large key size of 4096-bit and 512-bit respectively. 
This proposed security algorithm is implemented using the ARM Cortex A53 
processor which performs data encryption and decryption. It provides authentica-
tion and integrity of process information across the internet. It achieves a data 
transfer rate of 300 Megabits per second and more than 95 percent efficiency. This 
proposed work can be applied for securing the internet-enabled industrial automa-
tion process and allows secure monitoring of plant information in remote areas. The 
security of sensitive process parameters is enhanced through the proposed large key 
size in asymmetric algorithms. This proposed security algorithm prevents the dam-
age to industrial devices from unauthorized access and modification. It assures the 
smooth functioning of plant operations and also provides safety to plant operators.

Keywords: Security, industrial networks, SCADA, encryption, decryption, Internet

1. Introduction

Industrial automation plays a major role in real-time data acquisition and 
control applications. Modern industries depend on vastly more automation and 
intercommunication. Industrial process equipment is automated to do periodic data 
collection, event detection, control operation, real-time data acquisition, real-
time inventory management, alarming etc. Industrial automation system makes 
installation flexibility, reduces the repairs costs, disintegration of machine control 
functions, monitoring the mechanical equipment parameters, error detection 
and improves the overall efficiency of plant operations. An industrial automation 
system is a computer system which monitors and controls the various industrial 
processes such as petrochemical plants, power plants, water treatment plant, oil and 
gas, food production etc. The behavior of the process changes due to the attack dur-
ing data communication between devices. Automation devices such as SCADA and 
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) does not have inbuilt security mechanisms. 
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The suitable security algorithm is essential to protect the process equipment and its 
information from unauthorized access.

The SCADA system is widely used in industrial automation for monitoring 
and controls the process parameters. It is used for data gathering in a variety of 
applications such as power generation, petrochemical, sewage and water treat-
ment systems, food and pharmaceutical industry. The monitoring and control 
of process parameters takes place in remote areas to keep up the steady state of 
process. SCADA systems include Master Terminal Unit (MTU), Remote Terminal 
Unit (RTU), network devices and SCADA software. SCADA alerts operators by 
alarm when conditions become hazardous. The SCADA system includes RTU, and 
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) which collect data from end-point devices 
like actuators, pumps, or other sensors and control ongoing processes in a plant. 
The plant sensitive information is transmitted between MTU and RTU that is unse-
cure and unsafe plant operations. The process data can be accessed and modified by 
the attackers. The security mechanisms are essential to protect the SCADA system 
from unauthorized access and to give safety for plant operators.

PLCs are used to control the process parameters and to ensure smooth plant 
operation. PLC and SCADA system is used together in automation and manage-
ment of processes in real-time. PLCs are connected to a Human-Machine Interface 
(HMI) which presents current input and output values to the operators and 
accepts commands from the user. In SCADA system, RTU provide high processing 
power, communication capabilities and flexibility as compared to PLCs. The data 
transmitted from the PLC need to be protected from the attackers. The process 
data must be encrypted using suitable cryptography and the cipher text is to be 
transmitted over the internet to ensure confidentiality. The decryption algorithm is 
to be used at the receiver to get the process data in original plain text. The security 
policies and security mechanisms are essential for internet enabled industrial 
automation system.

2. Advances in industrial automation system

The industrial data gathering and monitoring has greatly improved by the 
wireless standards and internet. The real-time process information can be transmit-
ted through wireless medium and monitored through the internet anywhere in the 
world. The plant information can be monitored and controlled with the SCADA 
system through the internet. The control operations and management of sensitive 
process information are carried out in the master station. Human Machine Interface 
(HMI) allows operators to read various physical parameters and status of alarm. 
The general monitoring and supervisory functions are carried out in the corporate 
networks. The functions of Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) are to monitor the field 
analog and digital parameters and transmit data to the central control room. RTUs 
are connected through the remote networks.

The need for security increases due to the integration of industrial networks 
with Information Technology (IT) networks. Wireless and Internet technologies are 
essential to monitor and control the process data efficiently. The benefit of wire-
less technologies in industrial networks provides mobility, to manage substations, 
and it requires little installation and preservation cost. The control and automation 
functions can be performed in real-time over the internet by the use of TCP/IP 
standard in SCADA transmissions. The technological advancement in industrial 
network operations gives rise to various security risks and challenges in managing 
IT networks while integrating with both SCADA and corporate networks. The use 
of Internet in industrial networks creates additional security hazards and safety 
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issues in the automation system. The major intrusion takes place in communication 
medium and data modification. The existing industrial automation equipments were 
not built with security mechanisms. Attackers may create new process information, 
can alter the process data and capture the physical channels. This leads to failure of 
process equipments and heavy loss to industries. It is essential to propose the novel 
security mechanism for secure operation in web-based industrial networks.

3. Review of security issues in SCADA networks

The major technological, operational and organizational changes increase 
the security problems. Most of the industries focus on improving the security in 
data communication, safety standards and cost reduction by applying innova-
tive technology design. The standards and regulations of data security have to be 
applied during design, implementation and execution of the industrial process 
to ensure adequate safety, consistency and lifecycle effectiveness for all parties 
involved in the plant operations. Industrial Control System security requires secure 
management of work flow and policies. The security management involves physical 
access control, physical intrusion detection etc. It also requires the device security 
where the hardware, software and firmware need to be protected. The security in 
communication is another aspect where the message or data need to be protected. 
The supervisory and control operations are carried out by integrating the SCADA 
devices with remote web-based networks. Due to the web-based operation, SCADA 
devices become more vulnerable to various attacks.

Intrusion detection system is one of the software applications which monitors 
the network activities for violations and produces reports to the management. 
The status of security is to be monitored and tested by the continuous security 
assessment in the security management system. Cryptography is used to address 
important aspects of communication security, such as, message authentication and 
integrity as well as confidentiality. The hybrid cryptography algorithm is proposed 
which combines the asymmetric, symmetric and hash algorithms along with the 
dedicated hardware key all together strengthens the plant information security [1]. 
This hybrid algorithm provides confidentiality, integrity and ensures privacy in 
accessing the sensitive process data. It is essential to propose strong security mecha-
nisms for accessing the process information through internet. The highly secure 
encryption decryption algorithm is proposed which is simple and it can be used for 
cloud computing-based applications [2]. This algorithm is based on efficient logical 
operations, such as XORing, addition, and subtraction as well as byte shifting. It 
allows selecting the secret key length and the number of rounds to generate the 
cipher text. Key management is the most dynamic field of research in cryptography 
and there are challenges in the area of industrial plant key management. The critical 
information such as passwords and encryption keys should be kept confidential due 
to security concerns in industries.

The industrial process parameters should be protected from unauthorized access 
during transmission. The security mechanisms are essential for data monitoring, 
storage and control. An enhanced data security algorithm is proposed to ensure 
security in the cloud [3]. The SHA-256 hashing and AES encryption algorithms are 
used to maintain integrity and confidentiality in the cloud. A novel parallel crypto-
graphic algorithm is proposed which overcomes the drawback of symmetric security 
algorithm and hash algorithm [4]. The analysis was done with respect to computation 
time. The run time is less as compared to the RSA-MD5 algorithm. The additional 
layers of hybrid function can be performed to enhance the data integrity and security. 
A peculiar security protocol is formed to increase the level of security [5]. It increases 
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issues in the automation system. The major intrusion takes place in communication 
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not built with security mechanisms. Attackers may create new process information, 
can alter the process data and capture the physical channels. This leads to failure of 
process equipments and heavy loss to industries. It is essential to propose the novel 
security mechanism for secure operation in web-based industrial networks.

3. Review of security issues in SCADA networks

The major technological, operational and organizational changes increase 
the security problems. Most of the industries focus on improving the security in 
data communication, safety standards and cost reduction by applying innova-
tive technology design. The standards and regulations of data security have to be 
applied during design, implementation and execution of the industrial process 
to ensure adequate safety, consistency and lifecycle effectiveness for all parties 
involved in the plant operations. Industrial Control System security requires secure 
management of work flow and policies. The security management involves physical 
access control, physical intrusion detection etc. It also requires the device security 
where the hardware, software and firmware need to be protected. The security in 
communication is another aspect where the message or data need to be protected. 
The supervisory and control operations are carried out by integrating the SCADA 
devices with remote web-based networks. Due to the web-based operation, SCADA 
devices become more vulnerable to various attacks.

Intrusion detection system is one of the software applications which monitors 
the network activities for violations and produces reports to the management. 
The status of security is to be monitored and tested by the continuous security 
assessment in the security management system. Cryptography is used to address 
important aspects of communication security, such as, message authentication and 
integrity as well as confidentiality. The hybrid cryptography algorithm is proposed 
which combines the asymmetric, symmetric and hash algorithms along with the 
dedicated hardware key all together strengthens the plant information security [1]. 
This hybrid algorithm provides confidentiality, integrity and ensures privacy in 
accessing the sensitive process data. It is essential to propose strong security mecha-
nisms for accessing the process information through internet. The highly secure 
encryption decryption algorithm is proposed which is simple and it can be used for 
cloud computing-based applications [2]. This algorithm is based on efficient logical 
operations, such as XORing, addition, and subtraction as well as byte shifting. It 
allows selecting the secret key length and the number of rounds to generate the 
cipher text. Key management is the most dynamic field of research in cryptography 
and there are challenges in the area of industrial plant key management. The critical 
information such as passwords and encryption keys should be kept confidential due 
to security concerns in industries.

The industrial process parameters should be protected from unauthorized access 
during transmission. The security mechanisms are essential for data monitoring, 
storage and control. An enhanced data security algorithm is proposed to ensure 
security in the cloud [3]. The SHA-256 hashing and AES encryption algorithms are 
used to maintain integrity and confidentiality in the cloud. A novel parallel crypto-
graphic algorithm is proposed which overcomes the drawback of symmetric security 
algorithm and hash algorithm [4]. The analysis was done with respect to computation 
time. The run time is less as compared to the RSA-MD5 algorithm. The additional 
layers of hybrid function can be performed to enhance the data integrity and security. 
A peculiar security protocol is formed to increase the level of security [5]. It increases 
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the level of security by incorporating MD5 algorithm and combining the AES with 
RSA algorithms. The encryption and decryption of image files can be performed 
using the hybrid algorithm. A hybrid cryptographic algorithm is proposed which 
combine the Blowfish and MD5 hashing algorithm to increase data security in the 
cloud [6]. The various parameters include file size and execution time is evaluated. 
It takes less time for encryption and decryption and it occupies less storage space. 
An innovative identity based hybrid encryption is proposed to increase the security 
of outsourced data [7]. The encryption is performed using RSA and Elliptic Curve 
Cryptography (ECC). The data is encoded along with receiver identification. The 
identity and the keyword are encrypted using Proxy Re Encryption. It achieves effi-
ciency and assures the security of user message. The hybrid cryptography algorithm is 
proposed which includes symmetric and hash algorithms that ensure confidentiality 
and integrity of process parameters [8]. It is implemented with the embedded system 
which enables secure monitoring of plant information over internet.

The Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is essential to preserve the SCADA system 
from internet attacks. IDS monitor the network activities and host to detect the 
security threats. The clustering based IDS are proposed to detect the attacks on 
SCADA systems [9]. SCADA attacks were detected by normal and critical states of 
process parameters of target system. When the process parameter reaches the critical 
state, alarms are raised. The criticality scoring algorithm is proposed to determine 
the state of the target system. The distributed and networked approach of SCADA 
system increases the cyber-attacks. The major threats are unauthorized access to the 
control software and network intrusion. The various possibilities of cyber-attacks 
on SCADA system is evaluated by using two Bayesian attack graph models [10]. The 
probabilities of the intruder influence the destination is determined by the Bayesian 
attack graph model. The evaluation results infer that the reliability of the power 
system becomes less due to the increase in attacks against cyber components and skill 
levels of attackers. The energy efficient security architecture is proposed for wireless 
based industrial automation systems [11]. The packet protection based on encryp-
tion consumes energy in the case of battery powered devices. The packet based selec-
tive encryption is also proposed which reduces energy consumption and detection 
of attacks. The results infer that the intrusion is difficult to distinguish from normal 
disruption at industrial operations. A Dynamic Security management mechanism is 
proposed which reduces security hazard, deadline miss ration and process elimina-
tion ratio of discontinuous actual process compiling on server systems [12]. The 
time and power utilization of extensively used security mechanisms are measured. A 
security hazard measures is introduced which quantifies the strength of security in 
real-time operations. A dual-level feedback control scheme is designed to notify the 
task scheduling issues. The future work includes proposal of security assessment for 
shared control in enterprise networks and integrity protection. A multilayer cyber-
security scheme is proposed which is based on Intrusion Detection System (IDS) 
for safeguarding SCADA in smart grids [13]. In this work, external malicious attack 
is identified by a SCADA-specific IDS technique. A cyber security test-bed used to 
investigate vulnerabilities and hybrid intrusion detection approach is implemented 
in a SCADA system. The test-bed is the setup of grid connected solar panel based 
SCADA system in real-time. This proposed multi-attribute SCADA-IDS provides 
early alert, intrusion detection and prevention and abnormal behaviors in SCADA 
based automation system. A key management scheme is evaluated which includes 
session and master key updates [14]. The master station is responsible for producing 
the session keys. The Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman protocol is used in the master key 
update phase. This scheme of key management supports the MODBUS implementa-
tion with the required speed, greater efficiency and achieves high degree of security 
in SCADA communication.
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The cryptography is essential for secure communication of plant information 
through SCADA networks. The characteristics of cryptographic algorithms are 
analyzed in terms of energy and time related for embedded real-time systems [15]. 
The analysis indicates that energy consumptions of security algorithms are non-
linear to the size of the plain text. The energy cost is proportional to the run time of 
security algorithm with variable data size. Based on this analysis, the application of 
cryptographic algorithms can be extended in embedded real-time applications. The 
security issues in Industrial Automation and Control System (IACS) are analyzed 
which includes risk assessment, countermeasures, validation and monitoring of 
results [16]. The analysis ensures the satisfied security level can be achieved for a 
distributed industrial system. The efficient security management solutions will 
become tough due to the complexity and size of IACS. It is essential to propose 
advanced mechanisms to support IACS security.

A network filtering approach is proposed for the detection and mitigation of 
cyber-attacks [17]. It is based on the packets analysis of communication between 
master and slaves of SCADA system and monitoring the state of the protected 
system. The benefit of this proposed work is that it provides less number of nega-
tive results. A Critical State Analysis and State Proximity for detection of intrusion 
are proposed for SCADA systems [18]. A multidimensional metric approach is 
introduced which provides the measurement related to the length between a critical 
state and the given states. The unique security issues in electric power system are 
addressed which is based on SCADA Networks [19]. The SCADA system is secured 
by using symmetric encryption. The master station takes the Key Distribution 
Center (KDC) and it initiates the communication. The slave station includes 
security devices which generate the session key, perform the key encryption with 
the master key and transmit it to the equipment on the master station.

The trust system is proposed which perform active security analysis and 
response in order to increase the security of SCADA systems [20]. The status 
information delivery, issue of network node commands, packet delivery analysis in 
various protocols and arrangements are performed by the trust system.

The key management architecture is proposed for SCADA System that requires 
less number of keys stored in a RTU [21]. It reduces the operational cost for group 
communication. Group link is attained by using the key hierarchy configuration. 
The Master Terminal Unit (MTU) is able to send the information between a Sub-
Master Terminal Unit and Remote Terminal Unit. In this proposed key structure, 
two classes of communication which includes communication between MTU 
and Sub-MTUs and between Sub-MTUs and RTUs. The impact of traditional 
Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) malware is focused on 
SCADA systems [22]. The experimental test-bed which includes software toolkit 
called MAlSim (Mobile Agent Malware Simulator). MAlSim agent class is used for 
simulation of malware. The vulnerabilities exist in the SCADA systems due to net-
work connections, access control, protocols and software. A vulnerability estima-
tion scheme is proposed to estimate the susceptibility of SCADA systems in terms 
of access points [23]. This work quantifies the potential impact on causes of attack. 
The method used in this work is to assess the losses in power system and computer 
networks susceptibility due to cyber-attack.

4. Overview of existing security mechanisms

The security is a major concern for industrial operations and the process plant 
information should be protected from unauthorized access. The existing security 
mechanisms are adopted for intrusion detection, cyber-attacks, risk management, data 
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communication. Group link is attained by using the key hierarchy configuration. 
The Master Terminal Unit (MTU) is able to send the information between a Sub-
Master Terminal Unit and Remote Terminal Unit. In this proposed key structure, 
two classes of communication which includes communication between MTU 
and Sub-MTUs and between Sub-MTUs and RTUs. The impact of traditional 
Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) malware is focused on 
SCADA systems [22]. The experimental test-bed which includes software toolkit 
called MAlSim (Mobile Agent Malware Simulator). MAlSim agent class is used for 
simulation of malware. The vulnerabilities exist in the SCADA systems due to net-
work connections, access control, protocols and software. A vulnerability estima-
tion scheme is proposed to estimate the susceptibility of SCADA systems in terms 
of access points [23]. This work quantifies the potential impact on causes of attack. 
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4. Overview of existing security mechanisms

The security is a major concern for industrial operations and the process plant 
information should be protected from unauthorized access. The existing security 
mechanisms are adopted for intrusion detection, cyber-attacks, risk management, data 
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protection by cryptography, network firewall etc. The security threats increase due to 
process monitoring and control through internet. It is essential to ensure process data 
security and privacy in accessing the plant information in the automation system.

Table 1 shows the existing security mechanisms, its advantage and disad-
vantage. It is identified that there is a large number security issues arises due to 
the integration of SCADA Network with the Information Technology Networks. 
Traditional ICT countermeasures cannot provide complete protection to SCADA 
systems. Conventional Security mechanisms are not suitable to handle the new 
security problems. Even though the varieties of security mechanisms are proposed, 
still there is a lack of security in the modern industrial automation systems. It is 
essential to propose efficient and less complex security algorithm to secure the data 
communication takes place between SCADA Networks.

The existing security mechanism for SCADA networks are related to hybrid 
encryption, intrusion detection, key management, and packet based encryption 
etc. The lack of strong dynamic security management mechanisms exists related to 
cryptography for securing SCADA systems. The SCADA system deals with remote 
monitoring and control of sensitive process parameters. The strong cryptographic 
algorithm is essential to protect the process information and equipment from unau-
thorized access. The existing security mechanisms and algorithms are inadequate to 
achieve strong security. The attackers can easily capture the process data, modifies 
it and retransmit to the destination. The security attack leads to failure of process 
instruments, major losses to the management and unsafe working condition to 
operators. The hybrid security algorithm is proposed to secure the plant parameters 
in wastewater treatment process across the internet [24]. It includes symmetric and 
secure hash algorithm to protect the wastewater parameters from unauthorized 
access and modification. It is essential to implement the protocols for secure data 
transmission in embedded system with wireless networks.

This proposed work focuses on securing the process information by incorporat-
ing modified asymmetric and hash algorithms. It ensures secure monitoring of 
plant information in real-time applications. It combines the asymmetric encryption 
and hash algorithm which provides data confidentiality and integrity. The large 
key size of 4096-bits is generated using asymmetric encryption which is not exists 
in the previous work and it enables secure transmission and monitoring of process 
information through the internet.

Algorithm Key size Block 
size

Rounds Encryption 
Speed

Security

AES 128, 192, 
256 bits

128 bits 10, 12, 
14

Fast Considerably 
Secure

DES 56-bits 64 bits 16 Very Slow Inadequate 
Security

3 DES 112-bits 64 bits 48 Very Slow Adequate Security

RC2 8–128 bits 64 bits 18 Fast Vulnerable

RC5 2040 bits 128 bits 255 Fast Considerably 
Secure

Blowfish 32–448 bits 64 bits 16 Fast Vulnerable

Proposed Algorithm 
(RSA and SHA)

4096-bits 
and 

512-bits

470 bytes, 
1024 bits

80 Fast Highly Secure

Table 1. 
Comparison between standard and proposed cryptography algorithms.
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5. Proposed compound cryptography algorithm

The temperature and gas process data is secured by performing hybrid cryp-
tographic algorithm which includes modified asymmetric encryption and hash 
algorithm. The public and private keys are generated in the asymmetric algorithm to 
perform data encryption and decryption in order to ensure data confidentiality.

5.1 Key generation

5.1.1 Modified asymmetric algorithm

Asymmetric algorithm involves usage of public key and private key. The public 
key is used for encryption of process data and the private key is used for decryption 
of process data. It enhances the security level of sensitive plant information due to 
the usage of two keys.

The various steps involved in asymmetric algorithm are given below. These include

• Generation of public and private keys

• Encryption

• Decryption

5.1.1.1 Algorithm steps

• Select two different prime numbers: i and j

• Calculate s = i*j

• Calculate g (s) = (i-1) (j-1)

• Select integer ‘d’ such that gcd(g(s)) = 1; 1 < d < g(s)

• Calculate e, e = d−1(mod(g(s))

• Public key, PU = (d,s)

• Private key, PR = (e,s)

5.1.2 Encryption

After generation of public and private keys, encryption is performed to convert 
the raw input data into cipher text that is., unreadable format. The encryption of 
plant information is performed at the transmitter. The encrypted data is transmit-
ted across internet.

Assume that the original input is denoted by ‘T’. The cipher text is obtained by 
the formula given below.

• Original text: T

• Cipher text: C = Td mod s
where d – Public key.
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perform data encryption and decryption in order to ensure data confidentiality.
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After generation of public and private keys, encryption is performed to convert 
the raw input data into cipher text that is., unreadable format. The encryption of 
plant information is performed at the transmitter. The encrypted data is transmit-
ted across internet.

Assume that the original input is denoted by ‘T’. The cipher text is obtained by 
the formula given below.
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• Cipher text: C = Td mod s
where d – Public key.
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5.1.3 Decryption

The cipher text is obtained at the receiver and performs decryption. It converts 
process data in unreadable format to original plain text. The original plain text is 
obtained by the formula given below.

• Original text: T = Ce mod s
where e – Private key.

The large key size of 4096-bit is generated in this proposed modified asymmet-
ric algorithm. The hash algorithm is proposed which generates different hash value 
in order to ensure data integrity. The SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm)-512 generates 
intermediate hash value using the message block as key. The block size is 1024-bits, 
the word size is 64-bits and the number of rounds is 80. The SHA-512 algorithm is 
highly secured as compared to the MD5 (Message Digest) algorithm.

5.2 Secure hash algorithm (SHA-512)

The SHA hash function converts input value of approximate to a constant 
length. The hash is smaller than the input data and it is a tiny representation of a 
big data which is referred to as digest. The hashing algorithm involves processing of 
hash function and each block size varies depending on the algorithm. The capacity 
of the block varies from 128-bits to 512-bits. It involves round function in which 
each round takes an input of a uniform size, typically merging of the latest informa-
tion block and the result of the last round. The modified SHA1 algorithm is devel-
oped which expands the hash value from 160-bits to 1280-bits [25]. It is achieved 
by allocating four buffer registers in each round inside the compression function 
for eight times. This hash value was not hacked against brute force attack. The hash 
algorithm protects the password storage and it is used to check the data integrity.

5.2.1 Description of SHA-512

The input message is padded first to obtain the block size of 1024-bits. The 
message schedule is generated to process the 1024-bit block size of the input mes-
sage. It consists of eighty 64-bit words. The first 16 words are directly obtained 
from the 1024-bit message block. The remaining words are generated by performing 
permutation and mixing functions to the previously generated words. The modified 
asymmetric and hash algorithm is proposed that generates large key size of 4096-bit 
and 512-bit respectively [26]. It provides authentication and integrity of process 
information across internet. Authentication is essential to ensure the plant informa-
tion is accessed and controlled by the authorized users.

The message block consists of two inputs which are 512-bit hash buffer  
and the 1024-bit message block. The hash buffer contents are processed along with 
the input which is called round function. The round function is to be performed 
for each block of 1024-bit input message. The eighty rounds are to be carried out 
for each message block. The eightieth round output is added to the hash buffer 
contents at the starting of the round process. This addition is performed for each 
64-bit word of the output. The message digest is obtained from the content of hash 
buffer which is the processing of all N-message blocks. The key generation and 
encryption algorithm is proposed for ensuring privacy in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks 
[27]. This key generation algorithm adds scrambling factors to generate random 
key sequences with essential length but incurred low execution overhead, whereas 
the encryption/decryption algorithm utilizes the One Time Pad (OTP) system by 
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adding scrambling factors for data confidentiality which satisfies the randomness, 
diffusion, and confusion tests.

Figure 1 shows the generation of message digests of SHA 512 algorithm. The 
input message is first divided into block of 1024-bits long. The messages of each 
1024-bit block are denoted by M (1), M (2)…M (N). The message blocks are pro-
cessed one at a time, starting with a fixed initial value H(0), sequentially compute

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )= − + −MH i H i C i H i1 1  

where C – Compression function.
Figure 2 shows the processing of single 1024-bit block. The message schedule 

array has eighty 64-bit words. Each 1024-bit block is performed with 80 rounds to 
generate hash value.

Figure 3 shows round function of SHA-512 hash algorithm. The intermediate 
output is generated which is equivalent to the addition of modulo 2^32 sum of.

The following quantities are performed logical XOR operation.

• Rotation of block towards right by 14 places

• Rotation of word towards right by 18 places

• Rotation of word towards right by 41 places

The additional quantities are also appended with the eighth word in the block 
modulo 2^64:

The following quantities are performed with logical XOR operation.

• Rotation of the first word in the block towards right by 28 bits

Figure 1. 
SHA-512 for generation of message digest.
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• Rotation of word towards right by 34 bits

• Rotation of word towards right by 39 bits

Finally, each of the eight words of the block that will ultimately become the hash 
is moved to the position of the next word in the block, with the first word in the 
block being replaced by the modified eighth word in the block.

The first step is to perform modified asymmetric encryption using public key. 
The SHA-512-bit block cipher algorithm is performed to generate hash value. The 
hash algorithm ensures IP security and data integrity. The process data in cipher 
text is transmitted across the internet.

This proposed work uses large key size of 4096-bit in the modified asym-
metric algorithm and the number of rounds can be varied. It performs data 
encryption at very high speed. This proposed hybrid cryptographic algorithm 
achieves higher level of data security. It can be applicable for securing the 

Figure 2. 
Processing of SHA-512 single 1024-bit block.

Figure 3. 
SHA-512 round function.
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sensitive plant information in industrial applications. The cipher text is received 
through the internet. The modified asymmetric decryption is performed using 
4096-bits private key at the receiver. The key length is a major factor in securing 
the sensitive process data. The larger key size ensures that the brute force attack 
is infeasible. The process data in original numerical form is monitored through 
the SCADA system.

Table 1 shows the comparison between standard and proposed cryptographic 
algorithms. As compared to standard algorithms, the large key size as well as 
block size is generated in the proposed security algorithm. The proposed asym-
metric algorithm produces the large key size of 4096-bits that strengthens the 
security to higher level. The number of rounds used in SHA-512 is 80 for each 
message block. The size of each message block is 1024-bits long. It achieves high 
speed of encryption. This proposed algorithm strengthens the level of secu-
rity. It is suitable for securing highly sensitive plant information in industrial 
operations.

Table 2 shows the comparison between existing and proposed cryptographic 
algorithms. The asymmetric algorithm used in the proposed work generates large 
key size and provides authentication. The hash algorithm is also used which ensures 
data integrity. The key size of the existing security algorithms is low and the key size 
is increased in this work. The number of rounds also increased during the process 
of encryption. This proposed work uses one key for encryption and another key for 
decryption.

6.  Implementation of embedded based secure process monitoring 
through SCADA system

Figure 4 shows the transmission of temperature and gas process data in cipher 
text. The temperature and gas process data is sensed by the sensor and it is trans-
mitted to the embedded system. This process data is encrypted using the embedded 
system. The hybrid encryption algorithm is proposed which combines the asym-
metric encryption and hash algorithm. The encrypted data is transmitted over the 
internet.

Authors Algorithm Key size Block 
size

Rounds Security

Vikas K.Soman [2017] AES, ECDSA, 
SHA-256

128, 256 
bits

128 bits 10, 12, 
14

Medium 
Security

Adviti Chauhan [2017] Blowfish, 
MD5

32–448 
bits

64 bits 16 Medium 
Security

M. Harini [2017] AES, RSA, 
MD5

128, 1024 
bits

128 bits 10 Medium 
Security

Anushka Gaur [2017] Blowfish, 
MD5

332–448 
bits

64 bits 16 Medium 
Security

Prabukanna [2016] RSA, ECC 1024 bits, 
256 bits

128 bits — Highly 
Secure

Proposed Modified 
Compound Cryptography 
algorithm

RSA and SHA 4096-bits 
and 

512-bits

470 
bytes, 

1024 bits

80 Highly 
Secure

Table 2. 
Comparison between existing and proposed cryptography algorithms.
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Figure 5 shows the reception of process data in cipher text through internet. The 
decryption is performed using embedded system and the original data in numerical 
form is monitored through SCADA master terminal unit.

7. Results and discussion

This proposed modified compound cryptography algorithm is performed using 
python. This modified asymmetric algorithm generates large key size of 4096-bit 
and the modified hash function of 512-bitmessage digest is generated which ensures 
data integrity over wireless networks. The private key is used only by the receiver to 
decrypt the process data. The public key is used by the sender to encrypt the process 
information.

7.1 Generation of private key and public key

The large key size of 4096-bit private key is generated from the modified 
asymmetric encryption which strengthens the security of sensitive process data. 
The private key and public key generated from the proposed modified asymmetric 
algorithm is given below.

-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----.

MIIEpAIBAAKCAQEAms7TPybmkXuzbEGcfQsBuHu2SigegjXbzlrS94ktXN
evH40cpjEGEfUYxX3qoUwJXhTSNb9TnoTRNdL6cgwhdByly07dEM7 + sfK1Jw/
lvLjsZQmYuoIWfJJAmNey55rD/oqkFV6wnpG5O97JJEHjCEDqpqbcUoqmbPBBAUs-
P5yZcvAhKJorhicPajBnN8ZOoYm6pv/1KmVBtNxY/edSKQFUsekbbMvjgkpWcqaB-
bGsR62NWPErK58jUReJrPYI39u + 97yGEEu3Wm2zOXjAqmTX2 + 6Jb1cXC7lMzdZ/
UOQRz9Fw + BdHCIeJRMUktdjdQD4BNq5kub4tTAcqU2h6AyUQIDAQABAoIBAG
Pd5P0qdTeJG3hM40zvWs7OUAyK0ROi9weqI8q4XeE06q5p8/9qRMY03SQaVNB1It
3khK9Tm/f5KpWUYyhLlxE2oeYEHCyJvFjDgAWRBd23VhjgFfzLiwIVv0Jac/lhJ + r/

Figure 5. 
Reception of process data using SCADA system with internet.

Figure 4. 
Transmission of process data using embedded system with internet.
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OVbn3PyOeXacBBo1vuZGKpoTrrI465//ZZAWAk5Uukb9h9CzHCiSQofbx68qXMK/
bXuiWFFGRWSdOSN53eX3j/gm8 + wvWRwYBnahIhgoLIQd8mVwzSoimg-
4sQnAenep7y6a + 0znATQNU1boANn2vDyUHtKLIbLBI9fHAycWg3 + nKQ
AUBTFsxvPSBulAFalfHbSqLGGsuUW+pk1HiCKECgYEAxcXyor8Flys1Gd/
lOGJPdsOitnlvecQgTZjKks+Hqfferxketdvb0mG7Hiimmz75QN + 8D6yHR/
rl4rlKERTGMqm/5K6C + HQ5qUOHmneyWefRV + gKu1Zt1YcLSSY0D-
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vN0rpsSgcOqjSj/1avXETmlGNMhFM2IfR5jnGW0oQMD8nRXfe0qheB2sEeV
xlQlITIhP2WAxDOelKff0iq4yJlC5Y0utpzIC5Xq8Rq8RcA4xn0
CgYEAiFggHzyr4PyjnhPx1b5I5CqZOU1cocipMHW + ahnyg-
CXm+jXKKzvIPzCrLG5/9ZUjhyr3XqLlnKUG6RguTLpSrUjDhyccGacevWdVzBLq/
PpJI15QT7iU/dkc2bAhwVEdwxOagRZkSyu7jekKsJnSaMwUsxfu5aAcrP82Pbh/09
UCgYEAtyAGILb2uBIWx10jVUYFktK/19F4o3ur3 + nsk7hQHMaD86uv0MvByZY-
0LY2Aq2y50We + PgCGuIIjay2jWgaILmuj69L5TP6coa0AqbSLwuM3ock/9yDu1qJU
6e60D + Y0JC + qwaM65TeVgAey3v/Q9t9TNWeKGaxkDPsV29iTCjECgYA0cNjdb/
ifHRL0QMy3oJJjn3HAFDwbpO1UN0CQ2SoVfob1Cy7byq2NTnf-
PjHjheeVmLW6e3zMxHfezAJ42y3SNLHH5vVJkauecorZZMnVC8iVla8v0D/
Yvti8bkigt4YcQGWSpTE8Trdjfdr6gNOgrvVJrVHWvD4R78ftZS7O + 5A=
=7fEnw52DyQMSF4U35duRJfs/g3HsNGDyhLlxE2oeBRDGrtKWdgDVR-
5ghes4xf63jkhueijvzdfhuucTG8jtjdihdbnhnxndflklddVhjgFfzLiwIVv0Jac/lhJ + r/
OVbn3PyOeXacBBo1vuZGKpoTrrI465//ZZAWAk5Uukb9h9CzHCiSQofbx68qXMK/
bXuiWFFGRWSdOSN53eX3j/gm8 + wvWRwYBnahIhgoLIQd8mVwzSoimg-
4sQnAenep7y6a + 0znATQNU1boANn2vDyUHtKLIbLBI9fHAycWg3 + nKQ
AUBTFsxvPSBulAFalfHbSqLGGsuUW+pk1HiCKECgYEAxcXyor8Flys1Gd/
lOGJPdsOitnlvecQgTZjKks+Hqfferxketdvb0mG7Hiimmz75QN + 8D6yHR/
rl4rlKERTGMqm/5K6C + HQ5qUOHmneyWefRV + gKu1Zt1YcLSSY0Dpbn-
2LUqW6YHueBjJLPkB7IyZGNtcn9niQPjda8MvcP32UCgYEAyGKbNrdrP4U8RlJIz-
6vbyo4F0vih1.

ydNY6PgX/038y19dey + mk8MQh3nZFwvN0r-
psSgcOqjSj/1avXETmlGDZiAy5w7cvgjhhRTdxujNh-
j2gbdrrbcsxgnhhsvdDVGgtsrWAxDOelKff0iq4yJlC5Y0utpzIC5Xq8Kvdyij8dpsufjk3-
etundfDGTyhu4HYVsuiv7MRC4JTNEVthr6JFB8xnfmshJRMC7fklnuihvduhsuih-
HBGdbvhdn4hjbh9hjbhBVH3Jbvkj4shrh/rTNKJnbuir4bhjsbvBGHH9uhuiHgfsdv/
gubSJ5ohybvj8afhvuIBJKugibv.

-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY-----.

-----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY-----.

MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAms7TPybmk
XuzbEGcfQsBuHu2SigegjXbzlrS94ktXNevH40cpjEGEfUYxX3qoUwJXhTSN
b9TnoTRNdL6cgwhdByly07dEM7 + sfK1Jw/lvLjsZQmYuoIWfJJAmNey55rD/
oqkFV6wnpG5O97JJEHjCEDqpqbcUoqmbPBBAUsP5yZcvAhKJorhicPa-
jBnN8ZOoYm6pv/1KmVBtNxY/edSKQFUsekbbMvjgkpWcqaBbGsR62N-
WPErK58jUReJrPYI39u + 97yGEEu3Wm2zOXjAqmTX2 + 6Jb1cXC7lMzdZ/UOQRz
9Fw + BdHCIeJRMUktdjdQD4BNq5kub4tTAcqU2h6AyUQIDAQAB.

-----END PUBLIC KEY-----.

The modified hash algorithm of 512-bit message digest is proposed which oper-
ates on eight 64-bit words. Each block is considered as sixteen 64-bit words, eighty 
64-bit words are produced.
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Figure 5 shows the reception of process data in cipher text through internet. The 
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algorithm is given below.

-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----.

MIIEpAIBAAKCAQEAms7TPybmkXuzbEGcfQsBuHu2SigegjXbzlrS94ktXN
evH40cpjEGEfUYxX3qoUwJXhTSNb9TnoTRNdL6cgwhdByly07dEM7 + sfK1Jw/
lvLjsZQmYuoIWfJJAmNey55rD/oqkFV6wnpG5O97JJEHjCEDqpqbcUoqmbPBBAUs-
P5yZcvAhKJorhicPajBnN8ZOoYm6pv/1KmVBtNxY/edSKQFUsekbbMvjgkpWcqaB-
bGsR62NWPErK58jUReJrPYI39u + 97yGEEu3Wm2zOXjAqmTX2 + 6Jb1cXC7lMzdZ/
UOQRz9Fw + BdHCIeJRMUktdjdQD4BNq5kub4tTAcqU2h6AyUQIDAQABAoIBAG
Pd5P0qdTeJG3hM40zvWs7OUAyK0ROi9weqI8q4XeE06q5p8/9qRMY03SQaVNB1It
3khK9Tm/f5KpWUYyhLlxE2oeYEHCyJvFjDgAWRBd23VhjgFfzLiwIVv0Jac/lhJ + r/

Figure 5. 
Reception of process data using SCADA system with internet.

Figure 4. 
Transmission of process data using embedded system with internet.
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The modified hash algorithm of 512-bit message digest is proposed which oper-
ates on eight 64-bit words. Each block is considered as sixteen 64-bit words, eighty 
64-bit words are produced.
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The initial input value to SHA-512 is hexadecimal and is given below.
7D03A66713842D93 1F83D9ABFB41BD6.
3C6EF372FE94F82B A54FF53A5F1D36F1.

5BE0CD19137E2179B05688C2B3E6C1F.
2BF549C5158E2A72510E527FADE682D1.

Each of the eight words in a block becomes the hash which is shifted to the 
position of the next word in the block. The first word in the block is being replaced 
by the modified eighth word in the block. The constant words of length 80 used 
in SHA-512, obtained from the fraction of cube roots of the first eighty primes, 
which are:

766A0ABB3C77B2A8A831C66D2DB43210240CA1CC77AC9C6E2748774CD 
F8E5D353380D139D95B3DF4CC5D4BECB3E42B6923F82A4AF194F9B  
CA273ECEEA26619391C0CB3C5C95A63243185BE4EE4B28C550C7DC3 
D5FFB4E2983E5152EE66DFAB72BE5D74F27B896F80DEB1FE3B1696B19BDC06A7 
25C71235 C19BF174CF692694C 92722C851482353B6EFBE4786384.

F25E3AB5C0FBCFEC4D3B2 A0FC19DC68B8CD5B00327C898FB213FEAD.
A7DD6CDE0EB165CB0A9DCBD41FB D876F988DA83115312835B01457.
06FBE2DE92C6F592B0275BF597FC7BEEF0EE47137449123EF65CD2J 

L7C6E00BF33DA88FC2D5A79147930AA72559F111F1B605D019142929670A0E6E7 
03GU281C2C92E47EDAEE62E1B21385C26C92619 A4C116B8D 2D0C8  
4D2C6DFC5AC42AE50A73548BAF63DE428A2F98D728AE22E49  
B69C19EF14AD227B70A8546D22FFCN6KVC24B8B70D0F89791A4506CEB  
DE82BDE9C76C51A30654BE308CC702081A6439EC4A7484AA6EA6  
E483 5FCB6FAB3AD6FAECA2BFE8A14CF1036 CF40E35855771202E9B5DBA581.

89DBBC3956C25BF348B538F57D4F7FEE6ED178 4B0BCB5E19B48AD807.
AA98A30302426C44198C4A4758174C9EBE0A15C9BEBC90BEFFFA23631 

E2597F299CFC657E2AC67178F2E372532B106AA07032BBD1B884C87814.
A1F0AB72C28DB77F523047D841B710B35131C471B78A5636F43172F604  

2CAAB7B40C72493D7AB1C5ED5DA6D81181E376C085141AB5D186B8C.
721C0C207 6D192E819D6EF521806F067AA72176FBA0A637DC5A2C898.
A6113F9804BEF90DAE A81A664BBC423001682E6FF3D6B2B8A3BEF9A3.
F7B2C67915431D67C49C100D4C5B9CCA4F7763E373Y4N06CA6351E003.
826F748F82EE5DEFB2FC4ED8AA4AE3418ACB D69906245565A910.
The above hash value changes when the input value applied to the modified hash 

algorithm is changed. It ensures data integrity during transmission over wireless 
networks. The combination of modified asymmetric and hash algorithms ensures 
secure monitoring of plant information and protects the sensitive process data from 
unauthorized access. It also ensures smooth functioning of plant equipments which 
deals with data monitoring and control applications. Asymmetric algorithm is 
complex and it achieves higher level of security than the symmetric algorithm. Hash 
function provides protection of password and ensures data integrity. It is necessary 
to propose the security algorithm that ensures end-to-end secure plant operations, 
low latency and high speed.

8. Conclusion

This proposed work is the implementation of modified asymmetric and hash 
algorithms using embedded system with process monitoring through internet. 
The temperature and gas process data is read through the sensor and encrypted 
using the embedded system. The strength of the proposed modified asymmetric 
encryption is it generates large key size of 4096-bit and the 512-bit message digest to 
ensure confidentiality and integrity. This proposed modified asymmetric algorithm 
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Chapter 6

Smart Home Monitoring System 
Using ESP32 Microcontrollers
Marek Babiuch and Jiri Postulka

Abstract

This chapter deals with the implementation of our own monitoring system 
with home security. The system is designed using IoT modules and uses ESP32 
microcontrollers. The chapter describes the design of the system, its hardware 
components, software implementation, security solutions, communication, the 
collecting and monitoring of processed data, as well as the quantification of costs 
for the production and deployment of this system. The proposed system secures a 
house by detecting an intruder in the building, triggering an alarm and capturing it 
all with camera images, and then sending data to the owner’s smart mobile phone. 
The secondary task of the system is to collect data from sensors for monitoring the 
temperature of an object and presenting it via a web server.

Keywords: ESP32, microcontroller, MQTT, IoT, monitoring systems

1. Introduction

The main idea was to use the ESP32 chip, which we have installed with a camera 
module to monitor a house, as well as to monitor the temperature of individual 
rooms such as the corridor and boiler room. The proposed system contains PIR 
sensors and temperature sensors in the monitored rooms and connected camera 
modules to the ESP32 microcontroller. The data collected from the sensors is sent 
wirelessly to the control unit, which is the Raspberry PI Zero. The other created 
HW modules are an input panel with a touch screen and input panel with an ESP32 
Wroom board and a membrane keyboard. It is used to unlock and lock the house 
to activate the motion sensor and cameras. The control unit is extended using the 
GSM module IoT-GA5-B. It ensures the sending of messages to the mobile phone 
of the homeowner, which inform him/her about the security status of the house. 
Other HW modules are touch screens showing the current status and temperature 
in the rooms and control LEDs, recording the status of the entire system. The main 
aspects of the whole system are the following:

• Motion detection using PIR sensors

• The capturing of a camera image

• The monitoring of the physical quantities of the household such as tem-
perature, humidity, the possibility of extension to other monitored physical 
quantities
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• The storage and monitoring of measured data

• Access to data via a web server

• Responsive applications for mobile devices

• Wireless communication, MQTT communication, System security

GSM communication with the system (at the request of the owner)
In the individual chapters of this article, we will gradually describe the selection 

of hardware components, the software implementation of the entire system, the 
design of system security, the installation and testing of the monitoring system and 
the financial aspects of implementation with the possibility of expansion.

2. Background and related works

Shortly after its introduction, the ESP32 microcontroller became fully integrated 
into industrial automation, mainly into the deployment of embedded systems and 
various IoT tasks. Its great advantage is undoubtedly its price, circuit structure, the 
possibility of connecting peripherals and IoT modules and other sensors, as well as 
having excellent support for creating applications. The ESP32 chip is well imple-
mented as a web server, using wireless Wi-Fi communication, Bluetooth and mostly 
the MQTT communication standard at the level of exchanging messages with the 
surroundings. It often works with another suitable microcomputer such as the 
Raspberry Pi. In [1] we have described in detail the creation of an architecture for 
an embedded system based on the ESP32 chip and the processing of a monitoring 
task using Dual-core for its operation, while one core takes care of obtaining and 
processing data from the sensors, the other core solves communication issues with 
the surrounding devices. The suitability of using multiple cores is also discussed 
[2] in the field of deployment of ESP32 in the field of machine learning and neural 
networks. Currently, ESP32 is implemented in a wide range of IoT industries and 
applications in the areas are listed in this chapter with a specific example of use.

The ESP32 chip is suitable for implementation in applications of various moni-
toring and security tasks. The common element of the implemented applications 
is its high-quality, low-cost solution in multiple areas, such as the Solar Water 
Pumping System in agriculture [3] or various types of monitoring systems in 
farming [4, 5]. Other suitable deployments can also be found in the field of moni-
toring air quality systems [6], monitoring LPG leakage [7] or waste management 
systems [8]. Article [9] describes the use of ESP32 as a web server for a real-time 
photovoltaic monitoring system. With the help of other suitable peripherals such 
as a camera, linear actuators and drivers, we can use ESP32 to implement a position 
control system [10] or a Smart surveillance system [11]. The ESP32 microcontroller 
is also used to perform Device-Free Passive (DfP) tasks such as detection, localiza-
tion and the tracking of human entities [12], or utilized using GPS as an indoor 
positioning system [13] or security system [14]. SCADA systems have also begun to 
focus on IoT in recent years [15]. SCADA architectures have evolved over the years 
from monolithic (stand-alone) through distributed and networked architectures to 
the latest Internet of Things (IoT) architecture. Article [16] presents the design and 
implementation of the Open Source SCADA system by using a local server IoT plat-
form as Master Terminal Units for handling data processing and human-machine 
interactions and an ESP32 micro-controller as the Remote Terminal Unit for receiv-
ing, processing and sending the remote data from the field instrumentation devices. 
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Article [17] describes the design of a Smart home IoT system and notes the trade-off 
between scalability, security and data collection efficiency for the Internet-of-Things 
sensor networks. The article [18] discusses security risks in detail and states that IoT 
systems carry risks in terms of security and privacy. Without eliminating these risks, 
the IoT requirements are not adequately fulfilled. The article describes the vulner-
ability of the IoT system at individual layers of the network system and proposes 
a solution in the form of a security model. Article [19] presents an environment 
monitoring system based on ESP32 together with a wireless sensor network. The 
result is not only its low cost but also its low power system, which is today a sought-
after benefit when deploying a monitoring system. An integral part of IoT today is 
the area of iHealth and health monitoring using smart embedded systems. This area 
is evidenced by the use of ESP32 for monitoring heart rate [20], an image recogni-
tion system for blind people in article [21], or a smart saline monitoring system in 
intravenous therapy [22]. Article [23] describes the possibilities of implementing a 
control system with the help of human gestures on wearable devices. ESP32 chips 
are implemented not only in iHealth monitoring systems, but now smart systems 
are also being developed for the comfort and convenience of mental health and 
well-being. The article [24] documents a case study of the creation of an intelligent 
lighting system according to the detection of human emotions. It uses, among other 
things, necessary hardware components, the predecessor of the ESP32 chip, namely 
ESP8266, and the already mentioned MQTT communication standard, which is the 
most common communication standard. It is possible to use the encrypted MQTTs 
protocol with SSL/TLS certificates to secure MQTT communication, as described 
[25]. Other security features of communication such as the Algorithm of Advanced 
Encryption Standard (AES), implemented on ESP32 with a LoRa module to secure 
wireless communication are described in [26]. Lora communication techniques and 
the used Zigbee communication standard in the field of home automation are dealt 
with in [27, 28]. IoT architecture, in general, is described with its requirements and 
paradigms in [29] and the integration of IoT and cloud computing in terms of the 
configuration of embedded systems is described in a research article [30]. In the 
field of embedded systems and monitoring, ESP32 development variants with touch 
screens can be used, either integrated into the ESP32 Wrover board or connected 
externally [31]. A comparative analysis of ESP32 and other modules with the ESP32 
recommendation for the IoT area is discussed [32]. We agree with his conclusions, 
as the authors express the idea that the microcontroller operating system FreeRTOS 
is open source software providing great support for real-time applications. Thus, 
it is expected that ESP32 will play a major role in the design of future IoT systems 
and embedded projects. The performance evaluation mentioned in the article 
[33] - Enabling ESP32-based IoT Applications in Building Automation Systems 
confirms the suitability of using ESP32 in low-cost applications with an industrial-
grade performance. The results of this article are essential for developing cheap but 
nevertheless reliable industrial solutions based on SoC.

3. Hardware modules

The system will therefore include the Raspberry Pi as a control unit. The set will 
also include three camera modules equipped with a PIR and a temperature sensor. 
The ESP32 equipped with a display and a membrane keypad for entering the boiler 
room and a touch screen also controlled by the ESP32 at the main entrance will be 
used to lock the house. The set also includes one ESP32 microprocessor equipped with 
two temperature sensors, the same as the camera module, so we will not describe this 
device in the next chapter. Some basic components are shown in Figure 1.
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The system will therefore include the Raspberry Pi as a control unit. The set will 
also include three camera modules equipped with a PIR and a temperature sensor. 
The ESP32 equipped with a display and a membrane keypad for entering the boiler 
room and a touch screen also controlled by the ESP32 at the main entrance will be 
used to lock the house. The set also includes one ESP32 microprocessor equipped with 
two temperature sensors, the same as the camera module, so we will not describe this 
device in the next chapter. Some basic components are shown in Figure 1.
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3.1 Input panel with membrane keyboard

The system contains the following elements:

• ESP-WROOM-32

ESP-WROOM-32 belongs among Microcontroller units (MCU), which are 
fundamentally computer board platforms with CPU, memory, busses and built-in 
peripherals indispensable to read connected sensors or drive actuators [34].

• Monochrome character 16x2 (16 characters per line and 2 lines)

The LCD display is connected via a I2C bus. It is a serial bus that divides the con-
nected device into a master or slave category. One wire is used to transmit the clock 
signal (SCL - synchronous clock) and is the data channel (SDA - synchronous data).

• Matrix membrane 4x4 keyboard for single-board computers

The keyboard contains characters (1 ÷ 9, A ÷ D and special characters # and *), 
and these are connected to 8 pins. The buttons in the individual rows and columns 
are always connected to a common wire. After pressing the button, the row and 
the column are always connected at a given point. The manufacturer guarantees a 
service life of 100 million presses.

• Alarm

The last component in this set is an alarm whose operating voltage is in the range of 
3-24 V and intensity 95 dB. Its function is to trigger a loud tone in the event of an intruder 
entering the house, which should alert you that there is an intrusion in your home.

3.2 Input panel with touch screen

The main input will be the same ESP32 model as the previous set. As for the dis-
play unit, a 2.8” USART touch screen from NEXTION will be used. The most signifi-
cant advantage of these displays is the graphic editor, in which you can quickly and 
without problems define the graphical and touch environment and perform simula-
tions. This editor saves a lot of time when developing applications. The resolution of 

Figure 1. 
Some hardware components.
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this display is 320x240 together with 65 thousand colors, and adjustable brightness 
will make the perfect choice for all kinds of applications. The biggest advantage is 
the communication via USART, through which the created graphical environment 
can be uploaded directly to the display, in which a 4 MB flash memory is integrated. 
The second variant is using a micro SD card, for which this display has a slot. The 
USART interface is also used to communicate with the microprocessor, through 
which it receives variables and sends a click response to the element. Any other 
display can be used to implement the system. Our goal was not to reduce the price of 
components to the lowest level but to develop a monitoring system in a comfortable, 
user-friendly environment, so we chose this display [35]. Custom-made input panels 
and boards with the help of a 3D printer are shown in Figure 2.

3.3 Camera modules

The composition contains the following elements:

• Ai-Thinker ESP32-CAM. Again, this is a Wi-Fi + BT MCU module, expanded 
by 520 KB SRAM, including external 4MPSRAM. It also supports OV2640 and 
OV7670 cameras and SD cards. ESP32-CAM can be widely used in various 
IoT applications. It is suitable for home intelligent devices, industrial wireless 
control, wireless monitoring and other IoT applications.

• RGB LED module. It is a type of RGB LED with a common anode, i.e. the 
individual ledges are switched by connecting to the ground. Its function will 
be to give information about the current status of the camera module (whether 
it is connected to a Wi-Fi network, or whether there was an error loading the 
camera or other error messages) indications in different colors.

• Temperature sensor DALLAS DS18B20, This sensor allows you to measure the 
temperature in a range of −55 to +125 degrees Celsius, while in the range of −10 
to +85 degrees Celsius it has a guaranteed accuracy of ±0.5° C. It is available in a 
TO-92 package, which is similar in size to ordinary transistors, it is also avail-
able in a waterproof variant, where the sensor is sealed in a stainless steel stick. 
OneWire bus is used for communication, which uses only one communication 
pin. This sensor also supports the so-called parasitic mode, where only two 
wires are needed to connect the sensor to the microcontroller.

• PIR module: There are many variants of motion sensors designed for applica-
tions similar to this one. Again, we chose from two variants. The first of them 

Figure 2. 
Input board in boiler room.
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is called HC - SR501, whose supply voltage is in the range of 4.5 to 20 V and 
the output logic is 0 / 3.3 V. The size of the sensor is 32x24mm, so it is a larger 
sensor but allows you to set the sensitivity of the sensor and timing using 
two potentiometers. Also, its detection distance is more than sufficient; the 
manufacturer states a distance of up to 7 meters with a sensing angle of 120°.
The second variant is a smaller module called AM312. The operating voltage is 
in the range of 2.7 to 12 V, while the output logic is the same as for the previous 
module. The dimensions of the plate are only 10x8mm. However, the detection 
distance is also smaller, approximately in the range of 3–5 m at a scanning angle 
of 110°. Figure 3 shows the mounted camera modules in the individual rooms.

3.4 Control unit

Even though the Raspberry Pi is already running with the fourth generation of 
the development board, the economical Pi Zero variant is sufficient for our system. 
Also, Zero W has built-in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Zero is built with a single-core 
ARMv6 processor clocked at 1 GHz. It also has 512 MB of RAM, audiovisual output 
via Mini-HDMI, a classic micro-USB 2.0 connector and power supply via micro-USB. 
It also has a 40-pin GPIO interface. The control unit is then further expanded by a 
GSM module called IOT-GA6-B. It is an ideal solution for IoT devices that commu-
nicate via a serial line at the TTL level, and it supports voice calls, SMS, GPRS data 
transfer and standard AT commands. Of course, it would be possible to connect this 
module to the ESP32 microprocessor. Since it would be necessary to forward all mes-
sages from the control unit to the input panel and then to the terminal, this imple-
mentation would still be too complicated. For this reason, we decided to omit one 
intermediary and connect the device directly to the control unit. The architecture of 
our IoT system is therefore centralized, for our smart system, the central point is the 
control unit, which is also an MQTT broker that communicates with ESP32 modules 
and input panels. The conditions under which it would be appropriate to decentral-
ize the IoT system describes [36], among other things, a detailed comparison of the 
decentralized IoT architecture approach with different approaches.

4. Application software

This chapter describes the individual services that have been used in this system. 
There are also descriptions of source code fragments that are uploaded to individual 

Figure 3. 
ESP32 camera modules in the corridors and living room.
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devices. Thanks to this outline, it is possible to understand better the way the 
whole assembly works. Figure 4 shows the resulting software application, which is 
described in this subchapter.

The operating system is the latest version of Raspbian called Buster and runs 
on Debian Linux version 4.16. It is an operating system designed directly by the 
manufacturer of this board, thanks to which the reliability and stability of this 
system should be guaranteed.

The Raspberry Pi runs:

• MQTT Server - Service for communication with microcontrollers

• Apache 2 - Web server

• MariaDB - SQL database for measured values.

• Python Scripts - Covers all logic in communication with microcontrollers, as 
well as storing the data in a database.

4.1 Communication

All communication takes place wirelessly via Wi-Fi. The protocol by which 
individual devices communicate is MQTT. MQTT (formerly: Message Queuing 
Telemetry Transport, today MQ Telemetry Transport) is a simple and undemand-
ing protocol for transmitting messages between clients via a central point - a broker. 
Thanks to this simplicity, it is easy to implement it even in embedded devices and 
it is spread relatively quickly. For the MQTT protocol, the transmission is per-
formed using TCP and uses the publisher-subscriber design pattern. So there is one 
central point (the MQTT broker) that takes care of exchanging messages. In our 
case, the broker will be Raspberry Pi. Figure 5 shows a block diagram of MQTT 
Communication. Messages are sorted into so-called topics, and the device either 
publishes in the given topic (publish), i.e. it sends data to a broker, which stores 
and distributes them to other devices, or is subscribed to a topic or more topics 
(subscribe). The broker then sends all messages with the given topic to the device. 
Of course, one device can be a publisher in some topics and at the same time a 
subscriber in others.

4.2 Input panel

Its purpose will be to lock a house by pressing a key, as well as to unlock it by 
entering a 4-digit numeric code. At the same time, it serves as an element to alert 
the intruder via an alarm. In the source code, we have programmed macros that 
allow you to define how many times it is possible to enter a pin when the house is 
locked, the time delay of attempts, the default display of data on the screen, read-
ing keystrokes and communicating using the MQTT protocol. Furthermore, in the 
source code, which we will not mention here, we perform Wi-Fi configurations 
and check whether a connection to Wi-Fi has taken place, followed by repeated 
attempts, LED signaling and the reconfiguration of the device. Another functional-
ity programmed in the input panel is the function for setting the MQTT client, 
which defines the address of the broker, the communication port and instructions 
with the settings for receiving messages from the broker. The main loop of the 
program first calls a function that verifies if the ESP is still connected to the Wi-Fi 
network, and if not, it tries to connect it several times. If this still does not work, the 
device will restart. Subsequently, a function is called that verifies the connection 
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devices. Thanks to this outline, it is possible to understand better the way the 
whole assembly works. Figure 4 shows the resulting software application, which is 
described in this subchapter.

The operating system is the latest version of Raspbian called Buster and runs 
on Debian Linux version 4.16. It is an operating system designed directly by the 
manufacturer of this board, thanks to which the reliability and stability of this 
system should be guaranteed.

The Raspberry Pi runs:
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• Python Scripts - Covers all logic in communication with microcontrollers, as 
well as storing the data in a database.
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individual devices communicate is MQTT. MQTT (formerly: Message Queuing 
Telemetry Transport, today MQ Telemetry Transport) is a simple and undemand-
ing protocol for transmitting messages between clients via a central point - a broker. 
Thanks to this simplicity, it is easy to implement it even in embedded devices and 
it is spread relatively quickly. For the MQTT protocol, the transmission is per-
formed using TCP and uses the publisher-subscriber design pattern. So there is one 
central point (the MQTT broker) that takes care of exchanging messages. In our 
case, the broker will be Raspberry Pi. Figure 5 shows a block diagram of MQTT 
Communication. Messages are sorted into so-called topics, and the device either 
publishes in the given topic (publish), i.e. it sends data to a broker, which stores 
and distributes them to other devices, or is subscribed to a topic or more topics 
(subscribe). The broker then sends all messages with the given topic to the device. 
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subscriber in others.
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Its purpose will be to lock a house by pressing a key, as well as to unlock it by 
entering a 4-digit numeric code. At the same time, it serves as an element to alert 
the intruder via an alarm. In the source code, we have programmed macros that 
allow you to define how many times it is possible to enter a pin when the house is 
locked, the time delay of attempts, the default display of data on the screen, read-
ing keystrokes and communicating using the MQTT protocol. Furthermore, in the 
source code, which we will not mention here, we perform Wi-Fi configurations 
and check whether a connection to Wi-Fi has taken place, followed by repeated 
attempts, LED signaling and the reconfiguration of the device. Another functional-
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Figure 5. 
MQTT communication.

Figure 4. 
Measuring and monitoring application.
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to the MQTT broker and, if connected, reads incoming messages from the broker. 
Incoming messages include the status of whether the house is locked, in which case 
this fact is shown on the display, and if the locked state detects an intruder from one 
of the camera modules, then an alarm is triggered in the form of a passive speaker, 
which emits a constant tone of a specific frequency. Other functions that needed 
to be solved included verifying key presses at a certain time interval, resolving the 
display backlight when entering data, verifying an incorrectly entered Pin code and 
then blocking further attempts for a certain time interval, as well as sending a mes-
sage when trying to crack a password. The module then further solves the verifica-
tion logic of the house locking status and the communication with the control unit. 
The PIN code is stored in a database located on the control unit. The control unit 
transmits the house status and the current PIN code via secure communication.

4.3 Camera module

Its primary goal is to record movement in a specific area if the module has been 
activated in advance. Motion is recorded using a PIR sensor, and then photos are 
captured at one-second intervals while the PIR sensor detects movement. The 
secondary goal is to monitor the temperature and send this data to the control 
unit. The source code in Figure 6 contains macros that allow you to configure 
how long the delay between each captured image is, as well as the delay between 
recording the temperature. Other macros are used to define the pins to which the 
PIR module and the temperature sensor are connected, as well as the accuracy with 
which the value on the sensor is measured. Furthermore, RGB LED cathodes are 
defined here. In terms of software, this module solves a total of 6 libraries, which 
ensure the sending of the captured image of the server, the loading of the camera, 
connection to the Wi-Fi network, communication using the MQTT protocol and 
connection and work with the temperature sensor.

The software of this module implements functions for verifying the connec-
tion to the Wi-Fi network and checking the connection to the MQTT broker. This 
code fragment is shown in Figure 7. Other functions are checking the measuring 

Figure 6. 
Including the libraries and macro definitions.
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interval, processing the measured values and sending it to the broker. Another 
check finds out if the broker received the message about a locked house. If this 
happens, then the movement in the area is checked by reading the value from the 
PIR sensor. If the movement has been detected, a house intrusion report is sent to 
the broker. At the same time, it is checked whether the time required to take another 
screenshot has elapsed since the last loop. If so, a function is called to take a picture 
using the connected camera. This image is then sent and then saved in the directory.

4.4 Control unit

The purposes of this unit are as follows: To mediate communication using 
the MQTT protocol, to store incoming data in a database and to enable access to 
them, and also to provide an HMI interface. We use the MariaDB database to store 
data, which is a relational database that is community developed by the successor 
branch of MySQL.4 users with different rights to use the database. This is mainly to 
ensure that we secure access to information as much as possible. The primary user 
is the Administrator with rights related to the esp_db database, in which all tables 
are stored, telephone numbers, measured values, captured photographs and the 
individual states of closing and opening the house. Users are also WRITE, who can 
write into the individual TABLEs and users READ who can only read data.

The telephone numbers and names of the users to whom these telephone numbers 
belong are stored in the DB Phones table. The other two columns of this table indicate 
the rights of individual telephone numbers, one column indicates the right to unlock 
or lock the house via SMS, while the other column indicates the manipulation of the 
gateway. The last is LOGIN, which stores a 4-digit PIN to unlock the house.

Figure 7. 
Fragment of the source code of the ESP32 camera module.
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As already mentioned, Raspberry runs a web server, which is mediated by the 
Apache 2 service. This service runs several PHP scripts supplemented by an HTML 
structure. JavaScript then takes care of the dynamics of the pages together with a 
jQuery. Everything is unified in design and formatted using a CSS style.

The application screen on the webserver is divided into three parts. The first is 
the option to log in by entering the PIN code. After a successful login, the house can 
be unlocked or locked remotely. We see this directly in the application on the mobile 
device in Figure 8.

In the next section, there is a HighCharts graph, which clearly shows the course 
of temperatures over time measured on individual devices. In the chart, it is possi-
ble to select a specific device from which we want to see the course of temperatures. 
It is also possible to choose which time range we want to display the temperature. 
There are also additional options in which graphs can be exported either to an image 
or, for example, to an Excel worksheet or similar files. In the last section called 
the Cameras picture, we will find all captured photos from all connected camera 
devices that are connected to the set. These images are sorted according to the date 
that is displayed for each photo and are assigned a serial number for greater clarity. 
The site can be switched according to the language preference to the local environ-
ment, if necessary. This site has also been customized for mobile devices such as 
smartphones. We assume that these sites will mainly use these devices.

4.5 Python scripts

These scripts mediate communication for the MQTT protocol, as well as for 
storing data in a database and communication with the GSM module. There are 
three python files on Raspberry, one of which acts as an MQTT client. It listens to 
everything that is sent to the broker and performs a specific action based on the 
incoming message. The second python script contains functions that allow access 

Figure 8. 
Web server – Application on a mobile device.
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interval, processing the measured values and sending it to the broker. Another 
check finds out if the broker received the message about a locked house. If this 
happens, then the movement in the area is checked by reading the value from the 
PIR sensor. If the movement has been detected, a house intrusion report is sent to 
the broker. At the same time, it is checked whether the time required to take another 
screenshot has elapsed since the last loop. If so, a function is called to take a picture 
using the connected camera. This image is then sent and then saved in the directory.

4.4 Control unit

The purposes of this unit are as follows: To mediate communication using 
the MQTT protocol, to store incoming data in a database and to enable access to 
them, and also to provide an HMI interface. We use the MariaDB database to store 
data, which is a relational database that is community developed by the successor 
branch of MySQL.4 users with different rights to use the database. This is mainly to 
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Figure 7. 
Fragment of the source code of the ESP32 camera module.
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As already mentioned, Raspberry runs a web server, which is mediated by the 
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that is displayed for each photo and are assigned a serial number for greater clarity. 
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ment, if necessary. This site has also been customized for mobile devices such as 
smartphones. We assume that these sites will mainly use these devices.

4.5 Python scripts

These scripts mediate communication for the MQTT protocol, as well as for 
storing data in a database and communication with the GSM module. There are 
three python files on Raspberry, one of which acts as an MQTT client. It listens to 
everything that is sent to the broker and performs a specific action based on the 
incoming message. The second python script contains functions that allow access 

Figure 8. 
Web server – Application on a mobile device.
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to the database. The third communicates via a serial line with the GSM module and 
mediates communication with the end-user.

The Python script contains functions that are used to retrieve values from the 
database, such as the current state of the house (locked/unlocked). Another func-
tion is used to write values into tables with temperatures that come as a message 
from the camera modules via the MQTT protocol.

The first one, on_message, is called when the MQTT broker sends a message. 
An example of this code is shown in Figure 9. In this function, the message is then 
filtered using a topic, where we are interested in what the name of the message 
is. In the case of a topic called Refresh, we know that a new device has just joined 
the communication and is requesting an update of the data. Therefore, a message 
is sent to this command, which calls a function that reads the current pin code 
and house status from the database. It sends these messages after an encrypted 
communication.

The second function then takes care of changing the state of the house (unlock-
ing/locking). If it occurs, the message will be retransmitted after 5 seconds to make 
it 100% certain that all connected devices will receive the message. At the same 
frequency, messages are also sent about the state of the intruder (i.e. if one of the 
camera devices detected movement), if the house is in a locked state.

The script that mediates communication with the GSM module first sets up this 
module. It then goes into an endless loop in which it checks to see if an intruder 
has entered the house. If so, then an SMS message is sent to all telephone numbers 
that are registered in the database. If a telephone number is dialed, the number is 
first verified whether it is written in the database and has the appropriate rights to 
open the gateway. Then there is contact on the relay module, which is connected to 
the Raspberry Pi, it closes and thus the gate opens. We added this function at the 
request of the owner of the house on which the system is installed. By sending an 
SMS “lock” or “unlock” it is possible to manipulate the security system of the house. 
An example of this code is shown in Figure 10. Of course, when sending an SMS, 
we first check whether the number from which the SMS was sent is registered in the 
database together with the appropriate permissions. Subsequently, an SMS message 
is sent to this telephone number. This message contains the current time, the status 
of the house (unlocked/locked), the last measured temperatures from all sensors 
and, last but not least, the remaining credit on the SIM card (so that the user knows 

Figure 9. 
Fragment of python script for MQTT communication.
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when it is necessary to recharge the mobile credit). At the request of the owner, a 
function has been added that controls the boiler temperatures, which are sent from 
one of the modules. The owner is informed by an SMS message when a limit of 80° C 
is exceeded.

5. System security measures

The proposed system must, of course, comply with safety principles. As these 
are a number of interconnected technologies, there are several recommendations 
for security measures, from completely common to complex solutions. The system 
uses a number of hardware modules, communication elements, a web server, a data-
base, configurable access to the control unit, an input pin to unlock the system and 
all this must be secured. The basic safety recommendation is to separate the wireless 
network for the IoT modules of our system from the wireless network of the house 
in which we use PCs, laptops and other common devices. This can be done either by 
the total separation and operation of two separate networks or by different vari-
ants of VLAN and micro segmentation of the network, depending on the available 
hardware of the specific solution. In our case, it is a completely separate network.

Another important element is the principle of preventive protection of the 
Raspberry Pi control unit, securing SSH remote access, compliance with security 
principles and best practices for MariaDB database such as Avoiding running mysqld 

Figure 10. 
Fragment of python script with GSM module communication.
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as root, Limit ssh access, Limit sudo access on the MariaDB and the use of security 
plugins [37]. The limitation of the number of attempts to enter the input Pin on the 
instrument panel is solved by the possibility of configuring the selected time delay 
after the unsuccessful entry of 3 consecutive attempts, including sending a notifica-
tion to a mobile phone to pre-selected phone numbers.

Last but not least, securing the communication of the MQTT protocol is also 
important, as this protocol was not originally designed for security, but for its 
availability and undemanding implementation. We can apply the security of this 
communication in implementations of later Mosquitto brokers. This is done using 
authentication and authorization mechanisms that allow you to add plugins. This 
is done using authentication and authorization mechanisms that allow you to add 
plugins. This is a client authentication using a client IDs, Access Control List or 
x509 Clients certificates. To protect the contents of your MQTT messages you can 
use TLS or SSL Security and Payload Encryption.

6. Installation and testing of security system

To be able to implement the device into operation and place it in the house, these 
devices must have mechanical protection and at the same time, allow the most 
convenient possible installation. For this reason, we decided to produce cases for 
camera modules and input panels with a keyboard and touch screen on a 3D printer.

It is necessary to insert ESP32, an LCD, a keyboard, a speaker and DC-DC 
voltage converter in the input panel, which will reduce the distribution voltage of 
24 V DC to the required 5 V DC. The housing is designed for wall mounting around 
the front door, with a height suitable for the user. The camera module contains the 
following elements: ESP32-CAM, temperature sensor, a PIR sensor, a RGB LED, 
IR LED, a NPN transistor, a constant current source, a DC-DC converter and an 
antenna for Wi-Fi. We designed the housing so that the camera can be mounted in 
the corner of the room so that it blends in with the surrounding walls as much as 
possible and does not disturb the integrity of the room in any way. The camera is 
placed in a rotating sphere to be set in which area of the room we want to record. 
After the implementation of hardware modules, the 3D printing of assembly boxes 
and the mounting and software implementation of the entire system, the testing 
and installation phase took place, first in the laboratory and after verification of 
the functionality of all modules assembly into a residential house. Figure 11 shows 

Figure 11. 
Testing of hardware modules and software functionality.
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the testing of the input panel, the touch screen, one camera module and the display 
of monitoring temperatures and captured photos on the webserver in individual 
modes simulating a closed and unlocked house. This test also related to testing 
the alarm and sending messages by the GSM module to pre-selected telephone 
numbers.

We installed three camera modules and two input panels in the house, one with 
a touch screen and the other with a membrane keyboard for more comfortable 
handling in a dusty room, with one module for collecting temperatures in the boiler 
room and directly from the boiler and one Raspberry Pi Zero W control unit.

All components of the device are powered from a 12 V source with direct voltage 
so that even on long routes, the voltage of individual devices is at least 5 V. Figure 12 
shows one of the three camera modules that has just been activated and signals its ini-
tialization with the color green. You can see the input panels in figures in the Hardware 
Modules chapter. On the left, we can see a panel with a membrane keyboard, which is 
located in the boiler room, and the other is located at the main entrance. Raspberry Pi 
Zero W is located in the distribution board, together with a GSM modem and a relay 
module. The individual devices were tested of course, after connecting all the mod-
ules, some parts of the code were fine-tuned to ensure the greatest possible comfort of 
use and reliability.

7. Price of the created monitoring system

The price of the created monitoring system is around 250 euros, when, of 
course, we add up only all the purchased hardware modules. The price of the 3D 
printing of the designed boxes is negligible. We did not include the price of our own 
development work and software implementations in the price of the system. The 
advantage of the whole system is that when it is extended by other measuring IoT 
modules in the current configuration, the final price increases only by a few Euros, 
when increasing the number of existing measuring units, the final price increases 
in the price of a particular module, whether it is another ESP32 module equipped 
with a camera and sensors or input or display units, the price of which is given in 
the table. The price of the resulting device could be reduced, but our goal was not to 
choose the cheapest components. In the production of more pieces of the monitor-
ing system and with the quantity discount of selected components, we would get 
even lower prices. Prices in the Table 1 are given according to the European local 
market, it is possible to get lower prices elsewhere.

Figure 12. 
Installation of the ESP32 cam module in the living room.
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8. Conclusion

We designed a camera system with an ESP32 chip, which was installed on a 
house; the system is connected to its Wi-Fi network. The set was extended using 
input panels at the main entrance and the entrance to the boiler room. It was 
necessary to create a parent device that would serve as a data store and control for 

Device Item Price in 
Euro

Control unit Rpi Zero 12

SD card 10

GSM Modem 8

Relay module 2

DC – DC converter 4

RTC real time module 2

1 piece Total 38

Camera module ESP32 – CAM 14

Temperature sensor 1,9

PIR sensor 2,3

DC – DC converter 1,5

RGB LED 0,6

Resistances 1k𝛀𝛀, 4k7𝛀𝛀 0,4

3 pieces Total (rounded) 62

Input panel with Touch display ESP32 8

Touch display 25

DC – DC converter 2

1 piece Total 35

Input panel ESP32 8

Keyboard 1,5

LCD Char Display 4,5

Alarm 3

DC – DC converter 2

1 piece Total 19

Measurement device ESP32 8

Temperature sensor 2

Outdoor temperature sensor 4

DC – DC converter 2

1 piece Total 16

Power supply Power supply 30

Electrical wiring House wiring, cables, LED indicators 30

Total price 230 Euro

Table 1. 
Price of components.
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the entire report. This was done using a Raspberry Pi, whose function is to pass 
communication to all other elements in the assembly. At the same time, it serves 
as a repository of photographs captured from camera modules and a web server is 
running on it, which allows access to data on this unit.

In an idle state, the camera modules are inactive (they do not take camera 
pictures). However, if the house is locked, which can be done by using two input 
panels or using a web server or by sending an SMS command, then after a certain 
time delay, the camera modules will be activated after leaving the house. These 
check whether motion has been detected on the PIR sensors. If this situation 
occurs, then this information is sent to the control unit and sent to all camera 
modules. Immediately afterwards, images are taken from all camera modules with 
a second interval. An alarm located in one input panel is also activated, and an 
SMS message is sent from the control unit via a GSM modem to predefined tele-
phone numbers stating that an intrusion into the house has occurred. Images taken 
from the camera modules are sent via HTTP post to the control unit, where they 
are stored.

ESP32 modules are also equipped with temperature sensors for monitoring the 
temperature in the rooms. These temperatures are processed and sent to the control 
unit, where they are stored in the database. The whole set is further expanded by 
one device that reads the temperatures in the boiler room and the temperature 
directly from the boiler. This makes it possible to monitor the dependence between 
the temperatures of the boiler and in the individual rooms. Thanks to this, a house 
could be heated more efficiently.

The web server, which also runs on this unit, and ensures easy and clear access 
to all data that is continuously stored here. The current status of the house and 
the possibility of locking with it after entering the PIN code is displayed on the 
webserver. The application displays a graph that clearly plots the temperatures 
measured on individual devices as a function of time. There is the possibility of 
filtering a certain device from which the data were measured, as well as the possibil-
ity of displaying a certain time interval. The last section of the website is a gallery 
of photos that were taken on camera modules and are sorted from the most recent, 
with each photo showing the exact time when it was captured.

A GSM modem is connected to the control unit, which enables the remote 
manipulation of the house via an SMS message, but only for selected telephone 
numbers. By sending an “unlock” or “lock” command, this action is performed. 
Back then, the user is informed about the execution via an SMS message, which 
contains the current state of the house (unlocked/locked). The last measured 
temperatures from all connected sensors and the credit balance on the SIM card 
are also sent. If any other SMS message is sent, again only from selected numbers, 
the user is sent an SMS with the same content as when sending the order. When 
the telephone number rings, the relay is connected, which is connected to the gate 
for entering the property of the house. At present, we are also dealing with taking 
camera pictures in poor visibility conditions or complete darkness. This problem 
could be solved by removing the IR filter located on the camera lens and illuminat-
ing the room by adding, for example, IR LEDs, the light of which would not attract 
attention because it is not visible to the human eye.
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